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STORIES MY GRANDMOTHER TOLD ME'"
HAZEL MILLER BRITI'AIN
2. The Days of Dog Roberts
125
When Texas was a Rcpublie, most of the IOl1ll; Toad from Shelbyville to
Austin led through a lonely wiluerJlcss. It tnu"t have startled the early settlers
along the way to behold. a tall h:uuIsuulC (so family Rtoriell sa,f) man, aecam-
panieu by two colored menservants, all on h()nll~lmek surrounded h)' a pack of
yelping hounds! This would he Colonel ).l(j!wH Fiske Hobcrts. on his way to
Austin to punlUe his duties as Congressman of the Hepublie of Texas, or returning
to Shelbyville as the case might be. His ni('.kname •• Dog' J was for obviou8
reasons.
In time he made man,Y warm friendships Hlllong theRe people ,v110, like him,
hau so lately left mORt of their relativ{~R a1l(1 friends in tIle Unitpd States. Ai'!
they learned when to expect him, stories were told of the excitement that pre-
vailed when someone passeu along the word that someone ELSE had heard
Dog's hounds baying far uown the Old Spanish Trail which was his route for
the most part. Often he'd judiciously declare a few days holiday; and people
for miles around would join in a mammoth fox hunt, with his famous hounds
leading the chase. His exuberance seeliS to have been contagious.
He knew just how long to linger. He also had a serious side to his nature,
and it prevailed in matters relating to his duties in Austin. Texas was always
to be his first love-even before hjs family it sometimes Reemed, so before lon~ he
and his devoted companions would mount their horses and pl'oceed to Austin.
I grew up among memories of this unusual man who was my great-great-
grandfather. In my early childhood there ·were elderly people still living who
recalled stories of his busy life with great affection and pride. No halos were
given our ancestor as they related impartially incidents revealing not only his
quick temper and stubbornness, but also his ability, honesty, and above all, his
courage. Judge Frank Powell of Shelbyville told us that "In courage he
stood out among' other men."
Moses (Dog) Roberts was born July 9. 1803, in Davidson County, Tennessee.
His father was Brigadier General Isaac Roberts, who served in the War of 1812
with the Militia of 'West '!'ennessee. After the Indian Massacre in August, 1813,
General Roberts was put in command at Fayatteville on October 4, 1813, of the
first brigade to mart.h south with General Anurew .Jackson to punish the IlHlians.
He and General Jackson disagreed over the length of time the recruits were to
serve. General Roberts said it was three months, General Jackson said it was
longer and denounced him for giving the lHen the wrong advice. The bitter
argument that followed terminated our ane:estor's service with General Jaf',kson.
He died a little over two years later on February 19, 1816, and is buried near
Spring Hill, Tennessee. Isaac Roberts was born in 1761 in North Carolina and
was fifty-five at his death.
Isaac's wife (Moses' mother) was Mary Johnson Roberts.. and was said
to have been a niece of General James Robertson, one of the founders of
*ThiB is the .second part of a two-part artiole by Mr8. Brittain.
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Tennessee. Moses' sisters were Polly, married to Peter H. Vorhees; Nancy,
married to Samuel Hawkins; Haehel, married to Hugh B. Porter; and Penda
Leey, for whom my great-grandmother was named, was married to _
Gamble. One of the sisters was widowed and later married W. R. Pope. His
three brothers were Mark, John, and ·William. Records of :Maury County, Ten-
nessee (once a part of Davidson County), 1ihow this some"\vhat scraplJ;}' family
played a prominent part in the history of their state and nation, Naney's son,
Lieutenant Colonel Isaac Roberts Hawkins, served in the Mexican War; was a
delegate to the peace conference with Mexico; and served in the Union Army
during the Civil War. He was a member of Congress from 1866 to 1871. Other
grandsons of Isaac and Mary Roberts distinguished themselves, but less prom-
inently.I
The family horne was on a 5000-acre tract of land originall;r patented to a
kinsman, Mark Robertson. It was near Spring Hill f f on the Double Branch Road
. . . near mouth of Clear Creek." 'l'he family horne burned in 1850. The
Cemetery is nearby where Mary and Isaac Roberts and some of their descendants
are buried. Their lawl is said to now belong to a man named Bro~yn Ta;rlor.
Here in this still wild and somewhat sparsely settled land, so lately peopled
by rcd men, this energetic boy grew up. Moses was taught the life of a farmer,
but, schooled as he was in the same wilderness as David Crockett, he learned
to love the hunt for the wildcat, the bear, deer, and fox. Particularly did
he love to follow the hounds, allll from boyhood he ahva;.rs owned a large pack
of them. which accompanied him wherever he went, but his father believed in
education, too, and saw to it that his children received all the education that
was possible at that time. Thus the 'f book learning" of the Roberts children
was superior to that of most people of their day.
When Moses Roberts was seventeen, he married Amanda Grant, two years
younger than he. (Her birth date was March 19, 1805). Their three children
were Mary, who was born April 28, 1821; William Elijah, (Lige) born February
23, 1823 j and my great-grandmother, Persia Lec;,.., born June 5. 1825.
Stories continued to come from the Mexican State of Texas; stories of
oppression and injustice in the colonies of Austin, Haden Edwards,2 and others.
Anxiety mounted in Tennessee, where so many residents had relatives who had
moved to Texas. After much persuasion Amanda consented to go with Moses to
TexaB.
The little family of five in a company of other settlers from Tennessee
arrived on Texas soil February 19, 1836. The place was believed to have been
at the town of Jefferson, Texas. They proceeded at once to Shelbyville, which
was henceforth to be their home, except for a short stay in nearby San Augustine,
and the community of Buena Vista north of Shelbyville.
By now Shelbyville was a thriving little town, said by some to havG been a
little haughty and clannish. Nevertheless the Robertses found a warm welcome
in an area where so many people, like themselves, hailed from Tennessee, and it
was an agreeable surprise to find the school and Methodist Church so well
organized - in spite of the other problems the colonists were having. From the
first, Dog Roberts seemed to have inspired confidence in these troubled people,
a feeling of trust that was to last throughout his long life among them.
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'I'hnl he was feudy 10 liflcrificr himsl'lf for this IlCW home is attested by the
fael that OIL ~Inn·h :!Li, IS3G, he joincu (':lptfiiu .JUlllCS Chesser'8 company at
Jasper \'OlulIlccrs at S:1Il Augustiuc to figllt for Texas' independence. He
remained in the rOlllp:'Il:" lIulil JUlie 6, 1836, when he was mustered out, due
to the loss of his riJ{ht ey('. He hout :\ltnilletl the rank of First Licuten3.ut.3
A ffer Tt'X:I!i' illl1e!ll'IJ(lrilCe was WOII, he joined the Texas Militia sening
from 183 to 111:19. Lh· l'liS IIlnllc n l.ieuten:\Ilt 'oloncl, allother title he carried
the rest of his life. To most he was known as Colonel Dog Roberts. In connee-
lioll with hi~ sl'r\'h'C' ill 111(' 'I'CX:UI "Militia, Illy broiller, the late Villccul Miller,
rouUlI two uctlliletl ('XPl'IL~(' :H'('OUlltR that. he lind presented to the Texas Govern-
ment.
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Expense Account of Moses Roberts
Amanda, Mary, Lige llnd Leey liked their new liome in Texas, but there
were times when )loses was absent for long periods in performing his duties
in the Texas ~ilitia. Then the)' were no doubt concerned for the safety of their
husband and father as he traveled through the wilderness, and their thoui'hta
would go to those they had left in Tennessee. Family tradition gives great-
great-grllndmother AIl1:l.uUIl n wonderful record as wife and mother, as she kept
busy with her household duties lest she "pine too Uluch for tbe old times." She
was cspecinll)' gifted as :\ scnnlstress - a quilt she made is d.isplayed in the
Old Stone ....ort MU8eum lI.L ~ncoglloehes. Though yellowed with age it is still
beautiful.
On April 17, 1839, Lee)' was married to Frederick Bardin :Miller lately
from MeMinn\-i11e, Teullessec. There must ha\'e been some misgivings on the
part of her pnrellts for she Wl1S only fourteen, and the couple left immediately
for .Marshall, which WllS cOllsiderel1 a long way off in those days. The marriage
turned out to be a hallpy one. They were the parents of my own grand1ather,
Frank Miller. They coutillued to reside in Marshall until Great Grandfather
Fred Miller died in 1 56.
On September 13, 1839,
Roberts paned away. This
the cemetery at belbJ'ville.
fh'e mouths after Lee)"a marringe, Amanda Grant
gallant daughter of old Tennessee was buried in
It is said that Moses never ceased to grieve for
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Amanda. His first little daughter by his seeond marriage was named Amanda,
and before his death fifty years later he asked to be buried beside her.
Now )108e8 plunged even deeper into the affairs of Texas. There were
many challenges as the new nation of Texas was trying to solve her problems.
And there was much confusion and misunderstanding among the people of
Shelby County. Reverend Daniel Parker, a Congressman of the Republic of
Texas, died in office and Moses was elected to finish his term in the Fourth
Congress. He was later elected to serve in the Fifth and Sixth Congresses.4
Colonel Dog Roberts st.:lyed busy in Austin. Records of Congress show him
to have been on the following committees: Military Affairs, Roads and Bridges,
County Roundarie!l, and Public Funds - and he was seldom absent since such
notes are numerOus: "The Honorable Moses F. Roberts presented his credentials
and took his seat.' I In spite of his sadness, life continued to be interesting and
rewarding as he worked to improvfl r,onditioJl!l in Texas. He spent as much time
as possible ·with Mary and Lige, now about eighteen and sixteen who continued
to live in the family home in Shelbyville.
Almost two )'ears after Amanda's death, on one of his trips to Austin, Moses
stopped at a roadside farm in Travis County to obtain water for himself, his
servants, and horses. He !loon found that pretty Nancy )'furray, who owned the
farm, wa!l a widow. Their courtship began at once, and before the session of
Congress was over they were married. An account of the wedding is told in the
"Diary of AdolphuJ; Sterne." The ceremony was performed in Austin on
December 20, 1841, by Distrlct Juuge A. W. TerrelL A Marriage Rand for
$1000 was signed by the groom and E. C. S. Robertson thought to be a klnsman
from Tennessee. Nancy was thirty-one and ::\-fosc!l forty at this time.5
i
t
Amanda Roberls' Quilt
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Translation of Marriage Bond
REPUBLIC OF TEXAS
COUNTY OF TRAVIS
Know all men by these presents that we Moses F. Roberts and E. S. c.
Robertson are held and firmly bound unto M. H. Beaty clerk count)' Murt of
said county in the sum of an thousand dollars for the due payment of whIch
we bind accordingly our heirs und jointly and firmly bJ these presents sealed
with our seals and dated this 20th December, ]841.
The condition of this obligation is such that whereas the said Beaty as
Clerk of the County Court has this day issued to said Roberts license to marry
Nancy Murry now if the said Roberts shall well awl truly pay and satisfy all
costs and damages that may hereafter be recovered of him the said Beaty for
issuing certain aforesaid license by any person or persons suing in the
_. ~_____ _. hereafter __. . this bond to be said otherwise
remain in full force and effect.
Given
Seals this 20th December, 1841
N aney had one son by her first marriage, Boucrges Murray, aged seven.
Nancy was remembered fondly by her grandchildren. They liked to recall stories
she had told them of pioneer days, and of her exciting trip as a child on a big
ship from somewhere "acrOss the waters." There is no record that Nancy ever
complained about the time she must have spent alone with her children, while
Moses was away in Austin in the years that followed.
Mary and Lige didn't seem to take this marriage too kindly. At any rate,
theY left soon after for Spring IIill, '.rennessee, where they lived for several
years; Mary 1vith the R.. A. Vorhees iamB.y and Lige with the W. R. Popes.
MrS. Pope and Mrs. Vorhees were sisters and aunts of Mary and Lige. Later
the relatives sent Lige to McKenzie College at Clarksville, '.rexas, for about two
years. During this time Mary was attending an academy in or near Spring Hill,
Tennessee. ""-hen their courses of study wel'e completed, Mary and Ligl:l ret.urned
to Shelbyville where he was appointed assistant county clerk, and she began her
long career as a. sellool teacher. They did not live with their father but accord-
ing to statements recorded at the trial many years later, they "maintained a
friendl;y relationship with their father and his second family and visited them.' J
The ehildrcn born to Moses and ::\ancy were: Christopher, born in 1843;
Amanda, in 1845; twins, Cynthia Jane and Littleton Fowler, in 1846; MeItenny
(Mack), in 1849; and Helen, in 1852. There is no record of Bonegres living
with his mother and he is not listed in the 1850 census of Shelby County,6
One of the grievous pages of Texas history was the Regulator-Moderator
War which occurred in Shelby Count.y, though surrounding counties became
involved before it was over. This feud started in 1839, ending (officially) in
1844. There was 11 t,1':tgic. repercussion iII 1S48 which took the lives of 40 more
perSons. In all, almost two hundred people died in this quarreI.7
Various reasons have been given as the cause of this tragic feud. When
Texas became a Republic in 1836 there were many adjustments to be made by
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:l stubborn people who h:'Hl been ignored too long. To them it seemed unreason-
able 1I0W to Le tolt! what to l10 by outsiders. Perhaps the greatest cause of all
the trouble werc In lilt gr:luts that had been issued by the Mexican Go\'crnment,
Inler by tho GowrlllUrllt of Texas. Ther often o\'crlnppcd, causing muc.h con-
fusion. Mistnkcs were made, tempers fin Tell, suspicion arOse nmong fnmilic!
"'ho hac} nlwn~'s truste(l carll other, tlS tilt')' 1I1iited for protection.S
From here on different stories nrc told b~' different. people, depending on
which side his (or her) :lu(!cslors fought! 1 've heard both shIes. Grandfather
Roberts didn't nctu:lII.,' take pnrt in the fighting as far as I (an lpn, but his
sympathies were with the Regulators, though the fighting seemed to ha,'c dis-
tressed him greatly.
Captain Willinm Todd, lily maternal great-great·grandfather, was a Moderator
and took nn acth'c part ill the fighting, us did his SOilS, William Jr. and Samuel.
Even his daughten rOtle miles to the various e:1I111}8 of the Moderators to inform
thew of the :lcth'itics of thc Regulators. One of these daughters was Mary Todd
Cannon, wllo told of her experiences to m.y mother who was her granddnughter.
One of :\1ar),1s sisters who often accompanied her was Susan. widow of Joseph
Goodbread. the tirst man to be killed in the feud. She was Inter to mnrr)'
Captain Alfred M. 'fruitt, famed as hero of the Mexican War, who was also a
Moderator. Their oldest brother S:lInuel seelUs to hl\.\'e been a controversial
figure. His office ill Shelbyville was responsible for the task of clearing the
land titles in the count)·. This was a hopeless task a.nd only succeeded in making
him more enemies. It seews that this handsome und dashing yOUDg man. who
had a way with tbe ladies, had already made a few enemies.
Sometime in the !:ltter part of 1 38, Watt (Charles Watson) Moorman, and
Charles W. Jackson came to Shelbyville. Some said that they had been hiding
in the old Neutral Ground, after trouble with the law in the United State8.9
Good men have defended their actions. one of them being Grandfather Roberti.
During the first years of the feud he was absent from the county much ot the
time and tor this reason may ha"e been a little too charitable in h.ie judgement!.
And he ne\'er hesitnted taking an unpopular stand if he thought he was right.
There were many who accused Moorman and Jackson of tnking advantage
of the confusion and misunderstanding of the troubled people of Shelby County.
Joseph Goodbread had a misunderstanding with his friend and neighbor, a Mr.
George, over a land title and the sale ot a slave. Jae.kson entered the :ugument
and sharp words foUowed. A few da)'s Jater Jaekson shot Goodbread on the
streets of belby,·i1Ie. During his trial in Marshall for the murder of Good-
bread a Jetter was introduced in court from Congressman Roberts, slating that
be considered the presiding Judge Hansford unfit to serve.1D
The letter from Grandfather Roberts unnerved Judge Hansford so com-
pletely that he resigned saying, III can't face that Jackson gang, with Dog
Roberts. hounWt nnd all! JJ Later as Jackson was cleared in court, citizens of
Shelby County began takillg sides in the dispute. Harsh words were spoken
between friends who had liked both Mr. George and Uncle Joe Goodbread.ll
Jackson and Moorman, encouraged by the court's decision. organized a
group known as Hegu!lltors, claiming to be for law and order. Sheriff Middleton
appro"ed of many of their :\ctiOll8 at first as many known criminala were
arrested and hanged. But in a few weeks things began to get out of hand.
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Scores of peaceful citizens wet'8 arrested for some personal grudge or imagined
slight, then, after a mock trial, hanged on the streets of Shelbyville. Many
others were on the list to be hanged but were never captured. One of these was
Uncle Sam Todd.
Soon an opposing band known as the Moderators was organized. It was
led by Captain William Todd, Captain John M. Bradley,12 Ed Merchant, and
others whose names are not known. They too claimed to be for law and order
but as the mock trials increased, killings became the order of the day. Violence
flared at every cross road. The hidden rock cellar of the Latham house beeame
a refuge for many as enemies were hunted dOwn in the name of the law. Another
hiding place was a cave near the present town of Neuville. This eave is under
a large tree, and is of c.onsiJerable length, with a small stream of water flowing
through it. Years after the feud, a rusty blood-stained knife was found in this
cave. Families left their homes and banded together for protection. Fields
went unplowed, many suffered from actual hunger and from cold when homes
were burned by opposing forces.
On December 23. 1841, a letter appeared in the Austin Bufletin, a news-
paper published in Austin which contained statements damaging to the char-
acter of Captain Bradley. a Moderator, causing more bitterness among the
leaders. It is thou~ht that Congressman Roberts was instrumental in having it
published, after having been given it bJ; a man named Lightfoot from Louisiana.
We must believe that our stubborn grandparent was letting the public know
facts that he thought they should kno\v, for such seems to have been his crecd-
he neyer ran from a fight. Stories indicate he was weary of the fight already,
for he had friends 011 both sides. In some cases now they were former friends!
Others were weary, too. Women, most of whom had lost loved ones, pleaded
with their menfolk to lay dowll their arms awl return to their negleeted fields.
Children suffered. Little Martha Cannon whose mother had recently died suf-
fered a fall. Due partly .to improper medical attention she was crippled for life.
She lived to be very olu, however, and is one of the sad memories of my childhood.
Hate continued to spread like a blight across the land af:l each side fought
with increased fury. Bmn'ings of homes continued. A touching story is told of
the wife and several clJildren of a Reg-ulator being ordered from their lonely
~abin on a night when the weather was freezing. Her tearful pleas went un-
heeded as the men set fire to her house in the absence of her husband. The
little family was forced to walk several miles to the nearest neighbor.13
The ministers were outspoken in their appeal for the madness to end. They
called a spade a spade, these rugged eourag-eous men, with their" hell fire and
brimstone" sermOll,;, Hmking the best of the harsh times in which they wero
forced to live. At a tearful meeting in the Shelbyville Methodist Church, the
Reyercnd Francis A. \Vihwn. in an eloquent prayer, implored God to strike dead
any Reb'lllator or Moderator who rcfused to lay down his arms.14 Over in
Hamilton Elder William Brittain sternly admonished his flock in the log church
he had helped build on his l:llld. R.everenu Littleton Fowler,15 for whom one of
Roberts' son was named, and Elder Z, N. Morrell16 preached in the area. There
were probabl;y others.
Charles Jackson was waylaid and killed in 1841, and Moorman became
leader of the Regulators, The fighting became, if possible, :r:nore intense. Much
ruthlessness was displayed ou both sides,17
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CaIlt8in Brallley, 18 a controversial figure, was nonetheless a hero of the
Mexican wur D.lHl was l'evt'l'cd by mall:r. ewn outsille his gronp of Moc1cratOl'R.
He had moved to his home on Patroon Creek auout ten miles from Shelb)"...,ille
and was taking a lesR ad.ive part in the feud. One day QS he stepped out of a
.church in San Augustine in an adjoining county, he was killed by Wat Moorman
and other Regulators.
The groups began to concentrate, each several miles from Shelb;yvillc. The
wives and daughters of men Oil both sides often served as messcn~el'S to their
menfolk. As the four Todd !listers rode the trail with information for tho
Moderators, they "vere met by other ·WOUlen also l'l(ling horses, bringing informa-
tion to the Regulators. One of these best remembered was Elizabeth White,
saia to have been widowed by the feud. She is buried near Huntington, Texas.
By this time the two groups totaled several hundred men. This no doubt
inelnded numy from the old Neutral Ground who had drifted ar,rmu; the Sabine
River merely secking adventure. In August of 1844 the Regulators and Modera-
tors met at the encl of the long wooden bridge that spanned Tenaha Creek and
its bottoms, just opposite Shelbyville. 'Phis encounter had long been dreaded
by many, others more irresponsible and daring began firing at onM. Stories
of this battle vary j the one haul1Cll down .by Granilfather William Todd, who
participated, described the scene as one of ineredible hOrror. When even the
outlaws who had eaused part of the trouble sickened at the sight of men dying
and began to withdraw, about one hundrel1 lHeIl lay dead or wounded on the
banks of the Tenaha. This was the last and largest battle of the feud. Intense
grief sobered both sides for a time as funeral processions wound up to the (',rest
of the hill overlooking the battle ground, to the cemetery where Amanda Robert.s
had been buried almost five years be£oro.19
Moses Roberts, William Crawford,20 and other leaders realized this was an
uneasy calm that would not last so the)' sent urgent messages to President Sam
Houston to send troops to Shelbyville. While the troops were on their way
there were a few scattered encounters among the Regulators and Moderators.
The last shot fired in the feud was by Charles A. Ludens, slightly wounding
Captain Alfred M.Truitt, whose quick dodging behind his horse saved him a
more serious injury. Thus bj' some strange coincidence, our Aunt Susan's first
husband was slain by the first shot fired in that terrible conflict - while her
sccond husband four years later was wounded by the last.n None of her other
relatives received serious injuries.
At last the laws that had seemed so burdensome to some of the citizens
proved an ans,ver to their prayers. In the latter part of August, 1844, General
Travis C. Broocks arrived in Shelb;rville with six hundred troops. He ordered
both sides to lay down their arms. The drifters fled, but those who had estab-
lished homes, for the most part stayed and gamely faeed the music. Some of
the leaders were arrested.
The troops were followed shortly by President Sam Houston. He ordered
all the Regulators and Moderators to meet him under the huge oak tree (from
which sci many men had been hanged) in tile public square. In that bistoric
meeting under the tree, later knowIl as the Ilpea<"e oak,'~ beloved "Old Sam"
scolded both sides like a stern fatiler, then pleaded with them to end the slaughter.
Wisely he refrained from placing all of the blame on either side. He touched
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their hearts and with tears in their c~'es, these rugged frontiersmen expressed
forgiveness toward pcrsOIis who had killed a father, son, or brother.
The gOGd news spread quickly through the town of Shelbyville and the
surrounding eountr;yside, giving new hope to the sorrowing womenfolk. In spite
of the four unhappy years they had experienced, the grateful women insisted
on honoring the vhdting President in some way. It was decided to have a ball.
It was held in the spacious home of Dr. Rather, and people came from far
and ncar, dressed in their finest. It was a grand affair that seemed to have
lasted all night, since no one has ever admitted that his or her great-grandmother
didn't dance with the President! 'l.'wo .Marys in 0111' family shared this honor,
Mary Todd Cannon and Mary H,oberts. Each proudly boasted of this to my
parents when they were very old women.
For over three years things seemed peaceful - for Shelby County at least -
but an undercurrent of bitterness still remained in the confusion over land
grants that overlapped. A traR'ic flare up of the feud occurred in 1848 at
Hamilton.2Z A man named Davidson had brooded for years over a boundary
dispute with the families of Spot, Bob, and Jack Sanders. As the wedding date
of his daughter drew near, he planned a terrible deed, to poison all the members:
of the Sanders f:l.milies at the wedding supper. People were invited for miles
around as was the custom of that day. His diabolic scheme worked well.
One elderly man recalled the story in his great-grandmother's own words.
"It was a pitiful thing," she related, "You could hear horns a·blowin,' hounds
a-houlin', women and children a-crJrin' and sereamin '.n Cow horns provided the
area's comumnication systeul, and three long wailing sounds meant distress. But
there was no doctor in the town to answer the call. In a few cases home
remedies proved effective. Spot Sanders 1 son Frank managed to crawl to a
slop bucket and drink some of the grease that acted as an antidote to the
poison. He and his father with a few members of Jack's and Bob's families
were all of the Sanders that survived. Davidson'8 plan wasn't completely suc-
cessful for descendents of the Sanders family who survived are prominent
citizens of the county today.
Now again the funeral processions began, reminiscent of those sad groups
who bad climbed the Shelbyville hill four years before. About forty persons
had tlied of the poisoning, most of them members of the Brittain and Sanders
families, but there were others. Most were buried in the Hamilton Cemetery.
Old timers have pointed out entire rows of graves, where they reca Hcd, all of
the inscriptions on the headstones, now crumhlin~ away, had borne the same
death dates, the time of the fateful wedding RUppel'. Many of the graves of
the children who died that day are so pitifullJ' small.
After some one hundred and twenty ;rears, no onc can give the names of our
family who dierl in the tragedy, those who grieved have been gone too long.
A treasured f3mily Bible that had belonged to Elder William Brittain, disap-
peared mYiSteriollsly in 1954. Their llames were supposed to have been listed
in this book by their grieving grandfather, who died less than two years after
the trageuy. He was buried near his grandchildren, under the exact spot where
he had preached his first sermon in Texas.
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It is thought D:wil1:oon fled the eoulltry before llc could be apprehended,
hut lIol 011(' kHQn-1i for SlIre. Such rel)Orts :19 were kelll of thnt time were
.ll·l'>tro~·(·t1 ~-t':lrs )nf('t whell 1111' SlJclb~' ('oullty rourl house burned in IS 2.
Fenr 1I0W spn':ul O\'('r the eountr.v that nuolher feud might st.art. Memories
were !Hill fresh rcgnnlillg lhe Regulator-Moderator Wnr ending four )'earB
before. No Qlle wallh~d it r{'pealed, nud groups met i.n cnch tin)' settlement in
the county :1!i w('11 119 thC' two IOWII8, nil agreetl 011 aile thing II Get n man all will
tl'Sp<"Ct alltl PEA H for Shel"iff of ShC'lhy COllllt». No Oll{' entered Ule raee who
i\lCelllcd suit:1Lle. 0 h~- :1 writl'-in vote Dog Roberts "'fiS chosell sheriff. Man)'
nrc the stories h:lIu](~tl 110WII ill our f:\Iuily of GrnndfaUler Roberts riding boldly
whrr{"'('r tJa're wcrc rumors of troublc hrc\,-ing. Those ncrOSS thc rh'cr [Snbincl
stn~'cl1 "Ioller to their hOUll'll it wns !laid. 'l"r:Hlitioll S:lyS IIt(· ('ounty was rl'l:1th'ely
pe:lceful nfler Ihi!~. gh'illg most of the credit to Dog Roberts.
I woultl 1I0t tl(·tract frolll the credit given our ancestor in rcstoring peace
ill 111(' nn:a. hut 110 11011111 his t;l8k \\,;HI 1I1lltic n little (':Il;ier by nn occurClIl"O
80Dle two tholls:lIl1l miles nwn:r. GoM was tliscoverel1 in Ca1ilornia.! Word of
this tlriftt'd through the woodlands like n healing breeze, and many at the trouble
mnkers from both !'itles of tht' Sabine. left for the excitement of greener pastures
in far off California. Thus old Shelb.r Count)' began the l8St half of the
centur)' with II slight I)' morc dignified wny of life, though life was never to be
without excitement for long :\InOllg n people who h:ll'e been called "Tbe most
Tex3s-ot·ull·Texans. '1
In this migration, a little later than the others, our family lost a somewhat
lo"able •• b1:lck shcel}." n:uulsome Uncle am Todd always seemed in some
kind of hot water, This time he hat! fallen ill love with the Joung wife at a
loc3.1 doctor, who returllcd his affection. Another story insists the husband waa
11 law;rcr. The couple left for Cnlifornin where the)' married as soon as she
could divorce her hU!Jlmud. His parents aUll most of the townspeople never
torgm'e him, :lIIel he newr relurnell to Texas. tories indicate Uncle Sam had
been among those grauted forgi"ene§9 uuder the "peace oak" tor taking a.
mnn's life. Taking a man's WIFE, howe"er, according to the stern eode ot
that dll)' was lIuforgi,·enLle. (Ou 1\ par perhaps with horse stealing.) His
brothers lIud sisters grie"ed for him, perhaps secretly. His name became legend
a"er tile )'ears amI new' Slim!!' coutillue to grace our family tree. My Grand·
father Cannon was one of these Sams,32
As peaceful conditions continued, prosperity followed. Churches and sehools
improved. The first drug store at helby,;l1e waa owned bJ Dr. J. B. Hussey
und John Ruther. The town bad a ncwspaper called Jim', Paper. Boats navi-
gating the Snbine were larger now and more numerous. Rumors of trouble
over the slaver)' Question secllLctl far aWRJ and improbable, Settlers continucd
to come, amoug them Illy gre:lt~gralldparenLs, the MOllrocs from Alabama and
m:r husbund's ancestors. the Pous from Louisianll and the Risingers from
Alabama.
Other newcomers to Texas were two sla"es, Augustinc and her tiny (bugh·
ter M:lrgaret, a mulatto, saill 10 1I:1\"e bec.u the child ot a wealthy planter of
Louisianll. The)" Ltnd 1.)('('11 !,ought Ilt the sln,·c market. in New Orleans b)'
membcrs of the Ruther (audl.,·, The 10Ilel;)' pair could apeak only French, a
Innguage 110 one ill Shelll)"'ille t1lltlentlootl. Ycnrs Inter Margaret, her husband
John McLelland, and their children lh'ctl on the farUl at my Grandfather Cannon
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whose wife diel1 during that time. Our grandmother left five small ehildren,
including my mother Minnie Lou. This saintly woman, Margaret, and her
family went far be;yond mere duty as they cared for and comforted the mother-
less children. Tics of wnxm friendship still exist between our family and the
MeLellands.
Not too much is known about the financial condition of the Moses Roberts
family. The 1850 census lists him owning six. slaves.23 It may he that times
were a little harder with five chill1ren and little Helen On the way, and he began
to think of au almost forgotten tract of land in Wichita County (now Clay
COUllty) that had been given him for servir-es in the fight for Texas' Inde-
pendence. Given him in 1838 this survey of wild, uninhabited land consisted of
25 labors or 4428 5/10 acres.24 In 1851 he sold this land to Middleton 'I'.
Johnson for the sum of' $800.00, which Johnson was later to sell to H. Vl.
Merrill. Moses and Nanc;.r used this monoy to buy another farm for their family,
It ,,'as loc,ated about ton miles from Shelbyville on the Mercer Fain and James
Forsythe headrights, later known as the Moses F. Roberts headright. The farm
on which I was born was part of this headright.
In the years that followed Moses ,vas busy with community, state and county
activities. He helped organize the Oakland Methodist Church neaT his home,
and worked to improve the small one-room Oakland school. He believed in
education, and his granuehildrell have told of his anger when he would learn
that anyone of them was kept at home to work in the field. He still found
time for his favorite sport. A site near his home that is today known as the
"Old Boles Field" was the gathering place for fox hunters and their hounds.
The woods resounded for miles to the chorus of barking dogs as ea~h owner
proudly recognized his own.
Due to the burning of the Shelby County comt house in 1882, we do not
have a record of our grandfather's political life in his home county, but family
tradition, and the word of frienils, have him alwa;rs busy, often r:ontrovcrsial,
as he took the part of one he considered the underdog. Judge Frank Powell
told of the time he had au argument with a man who was running for publi~
office. Suddenly Moses exclaimed, "Why, Bob, I could beat you in this race!"
He proceeded to enter the race and won. Then he refused to serve, thus handing
the office back to this man who was runner-up.
He served in the Texas House of Reprflsentatives during the Fifth and
Seventh Legislatures. This was roughly during the years from 1854 to 1858.
About 1858 he moved his family to Buena Vista, a communit.y in the northern
part of Shelby Count.y. We have no record of the year they returned to their
farm in Oakland community.
RumOTS of trouble with the Northern States became a reality and the Civil
War began. Again Dog Roberts was given an opportunity to demonstrate his
patriotism and fighting spirit. On October 10, 1861, he, who had attained in
early life the rank of Lieutenant Colonel, enlisted as a prh'ate in the Confed-
erate Army.25 Family ties meant much to him so he must have been saddened
by the fact this hi::! sister Nancy's son, Lieutfmant Colonellsaae Roberts Hawkins,
fought against him in the Union Army. Others joined in the conflict. Mary
Todd Cannon's oldest Ron, Uncle 'Tink', went through many battles and came
through all right, but J:lOmewhere along the way, he married a girl the family
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refused to accept for reasons we do not know. He left with his new wife when
the war ended and refused to visit the family again.
Several members of Elder William Brittain's family joined the Confederates.
A grandson and namesake, William Brittain III, was killed and a son-in-law.
Benjamin Henry Sehooler, died in the battle of Mansfield, Louisiana. The
people of Shelby County suffered hardships since nothing could be shipped into
the count~'. Grandpa Cannoll has told of going barefoot in winter, and of his
mother's making coffee from parchell corn. But their hardships Muldn't
compare with those of other Southern States.
Several grandsons of Grandfather Roberts cnlitsed in the army, tooi one of
whom, Uncle George Miller, was sixteen at the time. He served in the same
.company as his grandfather. He began to regret his enlistment when he became
very ill with dysentery and there was no treatment available. He decided to try
to make his way home in spite of his grandfather's protests. As he approaehed
the guards. one of them called fo-r him to halt. When he refused the guard said,
('Boy, don't you know we'll have to shoot you if you don't stop'l" Uncle
George replied "Go ahead, I'll die if I sta).' here." and staggered on. Another
guard said, ,( Ah, let him go on - don't you flee he's going to die anyway'"
Our uncle did iO on and lived to tell us this tale, very old but very much alive
at the telling although his profanity was a souree of worry to our mothers as
we listened to one of our favorite relatives.
Grandfather Roberts was discharged due to his age before the war ended.
Times were hard and there was much confusion during the Reconstruction Period.
but most of the slaves in Shelby County seemed to have been devoted to their
owners and continued living near them.
After the Civil War ended many families from other Southern states came
to Texas to make a new start. Among this group were my great·grandparents.
James and Elizabeth Ervin, who came from Port Gibson, Mississippi. One of
their children who accompanied them was Ada, later married to Frank Miller;
they were parents of my father, Henry Miller.
Since Grandfather Ervin had not approved of slavery, he made his way
quickly to the Union Forces when the war broke out. Our granny never quite
forgave her husband's action which necessitated their leaving Port Gibson, Missis-
sippi, when he returned. The stories she told us describing the siege of Vicks-
burg and neighboring Port Gibson made present day television Ushoot 'em ups"
pale by comparison. After a time East Texans seemed to have accepted our
Yankee great-grandfather. One of his closest friends was our other great-
grandfather Monroe who had fought in the Confederate Army.
People living in the community of Center. so n.amed because it was the
center of the county, had been dissatisfied for yean with the location of the
county Beat at Shelbyville. They began making plans to have it moved to
Center. Leaders in this move were Sam Weaver and Bob Parker. They were
opposed by all of the people living in the Shelbyville area. Moses Roberts was
in this group, for he had by tbis time moved back to his farm near Shelbyville.
and too, he ~d Bob Parker were often on opposite sides of anything. A log
building was put up at Center to contain the court records, and was almost
completed before the people of Shelbyville realized the use for which it was
intended. Thus alerted, they placed guards day and night at the Shelbyville
Courthouse.
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It is s..'lid that SOUleone in s)"mpathy with the proposed move gO\'C the guards
too Dllln,)' drinks olle night, while men from Center waited out8.ide in two OJ:
wagons. The counly records were cogB)' transferred to these after midnight
31111 brougut to Center to tlle Itew courtbouse. Later that same year, 1866, two
landowners with large acreage around Center eom"c)'cd fifty acres each to the
"'llclbJ County Commissioners Court to sell for busiuess or homesites. These
two donatiolls werc by Jesse A. Amason and J. C. Wilsoll. Thus a town came
into being and Center became the county sent of Shelby County. With some
ol her spirit gone, proud old helbyville settled down to leBs bustling times, but
for many ;rcars she was considered the educntiolllli and cultural center ot the
county.
On December J9, 1 70, Moses Roberts WfiS granted a pension tor his service
in the War tor Texas Independence. The amount was tor $250.00 per )'ear.26
Almost tour )'ears Inter he wrote a letter regarding this pension and a medal
he was to receive. The handwriting in my photo copy ot this letter indicates
some impairment of bis vigor, but penmanship was never his best point. It
was suid that his henlth was good at this time.
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Life continued to offer other challenges that he liet with enjoyment. In
1878 at the age of seventy-five, he entered the race for county judge of Shelby
County and was elected on November 5, IS78. I am reminded that this was
three weeks before my father. Henry Miller, was born. Perhaps another great-
grandson waSll't too exciting, for by this time he had acquired many descend·
antl!l.
Elijah his oldest son had married and had a number of children. Lecy
and her first husband, Fred Miller, had six children. She had two by her sooond
marriage to John Lodge.
Of Moses and Nancy's children, it is thought that Christopher died in
childhood. The oldest daughter, Amanda. married William Martin Wilburn,
grandson of Elder William Brittain. They were parents of ten children.
Amanda's younger sister, Cynthia Jane, married her sister's widowed father·
in-law, Elihu Tandy Wilburn, and was the mother of six children. (What a
puzzle the kinship of the families must have been!) Fowler and his wife MoUy
Black had four children. Mack and wife, Mary Elizabeth Parker, had five
ehildren while Belen. who married Lafayette McKenzie. had four children.
Mary, the oldest daughter of Moses' first marriage. never married. She
was no doubt the career type born one hundred years too soon1 She was con-
sidered an outstanding teacher but a stern one. She followed that profession for
about fifty years, living alone in her home in Patroon. a village about ten
miles from Shelbyville. She was remembered by my parents as a handsome,
intelligent woman, though strong-willed. It was she who handed down many
of our family stories. Her small white house, in retrospect, seemed elegant to
my father as he would recall his visits to Aunt Mary's home in his ehildhood.
Small guests were required to stand on a little rug at her kitchen door until
they had eaten the special treats she always had to give them. They were
expected to mind their manners in that tidy house. Knowing her affection for
them. her many nieces and nephews never seemed to have resented her stern
rules.
As Aunt Mary grew older, she became even more independent and set in
her ways. The story is told of a cyclone that blew over Patroon doing consid-
erable damage to her house. As anxious neighbors hurried over, she calmly
crawled from under her house.. her apron full of young geese. Her first con·
cern was" Have you seen my other little gosling'"
When Grandfather Hoberts finished his term as county judge, he quit the
political field, He and Grandmother Nancy continued to be interested in the
affairs of their community and county and of their many grandchildren. He
never gave up his fox-hunting.
On May 4. 1880, two months before his seventy-seventh birthday, the three
children of his first marriage, Mary, b-'ijah and Lecy, brought suit to regain
their mother's part of the land he had sold in Wichita County twenty-nine years
before. They had long considered this action, but the trial had been postponed,
due to the confusion of the courts after the Civil War. The suit, entered by
Elijah, claimed that their rights had not been properly protected, and was
brought during the August term of court in Henrietta, Clay County.
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The suit was against·E. H. Merrill who had bought the land from Middle-
ton T. Johnson.27 It was a long and bitter fight of Buits and countersuits,
lasting five years. Their father was angry, distressed, perhaps embarrassed,
according to statements by him that were recorded during the trial. He main-
tained that since he had risked his life to earD this property, during the War for
Texas Independenee, it was his right to control the sale of it.28 FOr Colonel
Dog Roberts it must have been hard to be declared 'in the wrong' for that was
the jury's decision when the dispute was finally settled.
E. H. Merrill paid the heirs a Bum that was eonsidered enOrmous at that
time. There are different opinions now as to what the exact amount was. My
grandfather, Frank Miller, received his portion after his mother Lecy's death
in 1889, which my father remembered as being $500.00. Lecy had eight children
so her part (one third) muBt have been $4000.00 making a total payment by
Merrill of $12,000.
Grandfather Roberts did not become estranged from his children. My father
remembered his visits during his own childhood. However, he never ceased to
reproach his children. He would sometimes, it was remembered, get impatient
with his many great-grandchildren I Uncle Lige, then living at Mt. Sylvan, near
Tyler, came less often and after Grandfather Roberts' death contact with his
family was lost.
About two years after the trial ended, our grandparents gave up house-
keeping and went to live with their two daughters, Aunt Mandy Wilburn and
Aunt Cynthia Jane Wilburn, both living in the community of West Hamilton.
Reports in later years that their parents had been estranged may not have
been true. The fact iliat they lived apart may have been for the convenience
of the daughters in caring for their aged parents. (Yet he was buried beside
Amanda later.) We do not know the year of Nancy'S death. This faithful
pioneer mother is buried in the Newburn Cemetery north of Center, and over the
years her grave has been lost.
The spirit of Moses Roberts was bent by the trial, and no doubt by the
death of Naney, but surely not broken. Family stories tell of his keen interest
in the happenings of the day, whether it was affairs dealing with county or
state. He continued to urge his grandchildren to get all the education possible.
My late father-in-law, Charles R. Brittain, pictured my great-great-grand-
father to me with vivid clarity. Shortly before his death in 1889, Moses pasaed
the Brittain home on his way to a fox hunt, riding his horse which he was urging
on at a II fast clip,' J a tall man, sliglltly be-nt, his long white beard hlowing in
the wind. Behind him trailed the eager hounds. Soon after this at eighty-six,
Dog Roberts was buried in the family plot beside Amanda who had died fifty
years before, and beside Leey who had recently died.
This historic old cemetery is on the crest of Shelbyville Hill overlooking
Tenaha Creek where the last battle was fought between the Regulators and the
Moderators. Men who died in that battle are buried near Moses' grave. Sidney
O. Pennington, one of the signers of the Texas Declaration of Independenee,
and many others lie among the oaks. Aunt Mary was laid to rcst in the family
plot in 1898, and not too far away lies her devoted great-nephew, my father,
beside mother and my two brothers. Outside the fence are graves of Indians
and of slaves, many of them now lost in the brush. Among them no doubt are
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the two faithful men who, ncconling to fnmil)' tr:ulilioll, joyfull)' shared most
of the experiences ot' the exciting life of Dog Roberts. Years ago an aged
colored woronu remembered only :18 'Aunt ~lU1eJ' relnted to my mother stories
hnuded down in her r:lmil~.. of the kindness of our ancestors to members of ber
race.
A small part of the Shelb)'YUle cemeter')"
picture is the highway as it dil)S sharp I)'
now a smaller Iron one.
To the immediate left of the
to c.ross the Tenaha bridge-
Aunt Mary's will pro,Tided tor headstones to be placed at the four graves
in the family 1>lot, allli for the grave of [,eey's first husband in a Manhall
cemetery. Apparently Home indifferent workmun got lhe inscriptions mi.xed, as
GrandfaUler Roberts' tomb Usb the year of his death as 1856 which should
have been on the headstone ot his son-in-law in Marshall. Pension recorda and
statements of grandchildren ahow his death to have occurred in 1889.
Annt lfary's furniture was divided among her relatives. Some of it,
said to have been brought by her parents from Tennessee, was beautiful.
Grnndpn l\[ilJer inherited a walnut bureau with a marble top, and a single
bed we cnlled the loullge mutched the bureau. It was U S:ld duy in our family
when the old borne buruCtl about 1912, and we lost so many old tamily keep-
sakes. There wa~ said to ha\·e b<.OCll a picture ot Moses Roberts in the old album,
and no other picture of him can be found.
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Aunt Mary'8 stove was given to Aunt Cynthia Wilburn who still preferred
to cook on a fireplace. Reluctant.ly Our elderly aunt decided to use the new
contraption and was baking some sweet potatoes. She decided to hurry the
prOcess by steaming them as she did on tho fireplace. When she dashed a little
water on the hot OVon the stove popped right in two I
Part of the wlIl of Mary Roberts
Great-groat-grandfather Todd and other members of his family were buried
on his plantation three miles from Shelbyville. After the home was sold years
latcr the family scattered. The graves became covered with underbrush. In
recent years the land was re-settled by colored families. The leveled-down
graves are now in the front yard of a little home that belonged to the late Mrs.
Ada McLelland who died in 196R in her nineties. She always said she wasn't
bothered by the presence of the graves in her front yard - scorning those who
believed in ghosts. What lIid get her •• riled up" was any suggestion of small
ground level markers at the graves. She was having no tombstones in HER
front yard and tImt was that t 'Who could blame herf
Great-grandfather David Cannon, though a religious man, became troubled
about his baptism while on his death bed. His sons made a long rectangular
wooden tub, placed it beside his bed. then filled it with water. A Baptist
preacher was called who baptised OUf Methodist grandparent, who died peace-
fully soon after_
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Center is now a pretty and prosperous tuwn of which even the Shelbyville
folks are proud, No rivalry exists between the towns today. The old courthouse
is beautiful and unusual. It was built by J. E. Gibson to resemble a castle in
his native Ireland.
When steamboats could no longer navigate the Sabine, the old town of East
Hamilton ceased to exist. It is hard to realize that a busy town was ever lo(',at.ed
on this lonely spot, co\'cred by a thick forest and the waters of Toledo Lake.
'1'he State of Texas built a handsome rock wall around the historic old cemetery
which is on higher ground some distance away. An aura of sadness still seems
to hover where so many were buried on that day in 1848 after the poisoning.
Shelbyville is now a small village of shady streets, neat and well kept homes,
a handsome new Mgh school, and a new Baptist church. Strangers often stop
by to take pictures of the old Methodist church, still beautiful with its stained
glass ,vindows. Townspeople were sndaellca scyeral yeurs ago when the old
"peace oak" of Sam Houston days suddenly crashed to the ground, eompletely
decayed inside. Shortly before this the old house was torn down where our
grandmothers had danced so gaily with the President.
At the end of Tenaha Bridge is a small bronze marker, placed in remem·
branee of the men who died there in the Regulator· Moderator Feud.
Old Boles Field, dear to the heart of Grandfather Roberts, over the years
has become famous all over the nation as the gathering place for fox hunters.
Every year in October a holiday spirit prevails in Shelby County as hunters,
many of them from great distances, drive in with every form of conveyance
imaginable, loaded with excited hounds eager for the chase. Each hunter cher·
isbes the hope that HIS dogs will win one of the prized trophies.
Over the horizon a new day has dawned for I KoMan's Land' as all East
Texas has become a land of lakes and a recreation area. Land is selling at
prices never dreamed of in the back country. Landmarks have disappeared as
new highways sweep through the green hills. Water from Toledo Lake covers
lowland roads where Sheriff Roberts rode boldly in his search for law breakers.
My pride in this progress is great, tempered by a slight nostalgia for another
era, for ancestors I never knew, for the days of Dog Roberts that are gone!
NOTES
lFamily papers in the possession of the author. Unless otherwise stated, it
is understood that the information used in this account of the Roberts and allied
families is from the same source. See also William Bruce Turner, History of
Maury County, Tennessee, (Nashville, 1955), pp. 281-283.
2Edwards had tried to establish a colony ten years earlier. See Webb and
Carroll, eds., The Handbook of Texas (Austin, 1952), Vol. I, p. 643. When
Roberts came to Texas the important empresarios were Austin, DeWitt, De Leon,
Vehlein, Burnet, and Zavala, and S. C. Robertson, who was related to Robert8.
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3The Jasper Volunteers met at Jasper on March 23, 1836, and elected offi-
cers. According to the muster roll, on file in the Texas State Archives, James
Cheshire (also spelled Chessher) was elected captain, Andrew F. Smyth, first
lieutenant, and Roberts, second lieutenant. A copy is on file in the office of the
County Clerk, Jasper, Texa".
4HandbQo'k of TeU8, II, 484.
5Harriet Smither, ed., tiThe Diary of Adolphm Sterne." SQuthwestern Hi8-
torical Quarterly," XXXIII, (JulJr, 1929), p, 76. The bondsman was Elijah
Sterling Clark Robertson, a son of the empresario Rnd indeed a kinsman. Sec
Handbook, II, 486.
6J. B. Sanders, 1850 Census of Shelby County, Texas (Center, 1963), p. 56,
Family No. 266.
7The exa.et number is uncertain. This figure may be a little high.
8Handbook of Texas, II, 458. Traffic in fraudulent land certificates was
the work of unscrupulous individuals. The governments of Mexico and the
Republic of Texas had nothing to do with the seandalouB business but made
every effort to stop it.
9Ibid., II, 270-271. Actually the Neutral Ground came to an end in 1821
with the signing of the Adams-Onis 'rreaty. The United States acquired owner-
ship of the disputed strip, but the name and some of the rascally residents
lingered on.
lOIbid., I, 708 and 765. Also see Levi H, Ashcroft, unpublished MS., "A
History of the War of the Regulators and Moderators, 1838-1848." Dr. Ashcroft
was an eye witness to many of the events of this war, In the typescript copy
made by W. A. Woldert in 1925, the murder of Goodbread is described in
Chapter Six, pp. 37-41. A copy of this MS. is also in the University of Texas
Archives. Austin.
llAccording to Ashcroft. the judge in whose court Jackson was cleared. was
Thomas Johnson and the sheriff George. the same man involved in the original
difficulty. J obnson tried the case after Hansford refused.
jf},Handbook of Texas, I, 204.
13This incident may be confused with the burning of three, not one, Mod-
erator homes. These men, friends of Goodbread, were later murdered by the
Regulators. The tragedy of the fire is described by Ashcroft in Chapter Six.
pp. 42-44.
H'See T. A. Wilson, Some Early Southeast Texas Families, (Houston, 1965).
pp. 92-93 and George L. Crocket, Two Centuries in East Texas, a facsimile of
the 19a2 edition, (Dallas, 1962). pp. 277-281.
llSHandboo1& of Texas, I, 639.
16Ibid., II, 236.
17Ibid., I, 901, and II, 232 for sketches of J aekson and Moorman.
18See 12n above. See also the Ashcroft MS., pp. 87-100.
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19Ashcrotl gi\'"es Ule number killed in the worst battle as fi!tecn. At this
time no )lol1er:ltor~ were killeu but six were woulu.led, nil of WhOUl recovered.
A hend coulll of Iho'l(' it!('lllifi('tl :IS kill('ll ill the fCllll i!'l less than fift~·.
2OCrawforll was n signer of the Texns Declaration of Independence. See
[[andfJook, T, 433. Prcsidcllt Houston's Ilroclflmntion commanding "nll citizens
engaged in hostilities to lay down their arms ...n was delivered to the Mod-
erator eOOlUlllmler August I;), 18-14. After the militia nrrh'cd lenders on bolll
sides were nrrested. )lilitialllCII remained until Deeember, 1 44, under command
of Cn»taill L. n. Mnbhitt. Sec A.shcroft, j)I). 140 et seq.
2.1 e Aaherof., Ill). )·H.I·J,j1 amI CrOt:kt-'t, I). 201. Both nuthoritiC1! sa.,r
Alfred 1'ruitt was not woulldcil. Three :rcars ufter peace was established, feel-
iug was still so strong that in UIC Mexican War only Modemtors cnlisted in
'uptain James Truitt's compau)' llnd oul)' Regulators in Captain 1\1. T. Johnson ' 8
compauy. See IJalldbookJ II, 805 aud I, 916·917.
22Later kuown us Eust Humilton. A descendant of Robert (B) Sanden,
Mr. J. B. Suuden of Ccntcr, Texas, confirms the fucts. The wife of one of
tbe Sanders brothers and 8C\'crnl children died in a total of forty persons.
23Thc Ashcroft \'crsion is somewhat different: f f, • , Samuel Todd had
formerly, wben quite a )'oung man, been clerk of the county court, Wbile
occupying that pos.ilion he bad bec.n induced b;,. G. V. Lusk, the chief justice of
the county, to engnge in the fraudulent iuunnce of spurious land certificates.
Re was a man of considerable t.alent, afterward studied medicine, and removed
to Arkansas wbere he died."
24See 6n above,
25Sinco be ari\'ed in Texas before IlIcdpendcnce, Roberts was eligible for a
grant of a league and labor of land as bead of a family. It was this and not
the bounty grant that wn.s i1l\'oh-ed. The bount)' grant is in Karnes County_ See
Thomas Llo)'ed Miller, Bounty and Donation Grant, 01 Texa, (Austin . London,
1961), p. 558. The league was acquired before the denth of his first. wife and
thus was community property, Texas having observed this law from the time ot
the Spanisb Empire. See Cause Ko. 133, District Court Records, Clay County,
Texas.
26Robcrts was a. primte in Company C, First Texas Legion, also known as
Whitfield's Legion and the 27th Tel:ns Cavalry, Ross's Brigade. A copy of hia
record does not give the date of his disehnrgc, stating only that be enlisted
October 10, 1861, and timt his namo appeared on Ute company muster roll for
"Nov. & Dec., 1862." Uuder Remarks is: "Discharged by reason of being
over age of Conseription." At this time Roberts was fifty-nine, and his regi-
ment bad participated in the battles of Pea Ridge, ArkansalJ; Iuka and Corinth,'
Mississippi; and probabl)' Shiloh, Tennessee. After Pea Ridge they were dis-
mounted and sent to Miaaissippi. \
• r ..
27Certificate ~o. 150 for this amount annually l~~ed at Austin, Decem·
ber 19, 1870, by A. Bledsoe, Comptroller of Publie Accounts.
28Handbook 01 Texa" II, 359.
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EARLY LUMBER TRADE ASSOCIATIONS
AND THE LONE STAR STATE
JAMES E. FlCELE
Texas has long been known as a land of rugged individualism and nowhere
in its economic past have these tendencies been more evident than in the East
Texas lumber industry. Southern, and particularly Texas, lumbering has been
described as one of the last pioneering manifestations in our national develop-
ment, and the landscape and historical annals of East Texas abound with the
names of prominent lumbermen who were willing to get down into the pit and
scrap all of the resources they could command in order to gain an advantage
over their competitors. In their struggles no quarter was asked or given.
Yet, from this region and environment emerged figures who helped ensure
the development of truly effective trade associations in the chaotie southern
lumber industry. l'orced by the harmful results of unbridled competition and
the pressures of outside competitors and forces, these hardy individualists found
it necessary to unite and cooperate in order to weed out abuses in their industry
and present a united front. In so doing Texas lumber manufacturers provided
a tremendous boost for cooperation on a large regional seale in the South.
Trade association development was part of the lumber industry's maturation
process.! As lumbering grew and marketing became national, the need for
organizations to deal with problems of scale became obvious. However, the
conditions which produced organizations often served to undermine their exis-
tence. For example, lumbering has been one of the few large American
industries approximating the classical concept of competition. It has numerous
firms and entry into the industry, particularly for the small producer, is rela-
tively easy.2 Furthermore, those engaged in the lumber business have often been
extreme individualists, men whose families followed the industry's migration
and succeeded" because of sheer hard work, ingenuity, and often ruthlessness.' 'S
This extreme individualism and the predominance of local markets meant that
in ,the industry's early days each mill-owner produced lumber according to his
own taste. There was no real attempt at standardization.
However, as the mills grew in size and began to serve wider markets and
as transportation and communications improved they found themselves com-
peting with companies in distant locations. Consumers began to demand uniform
standards as distribution through wholesalers and retail lumber yards beca.me
more common,4 Out of this background came attempts to bring order into the
industry through establishing manufacturing or grading standards and to elim-
inate cutthroat competition by agreements on production and prices. The early
stages of this effort were hampered by the producers' extreme individualism
and mutual distrust. .I<'requently they would not abide by their agreements, and
lumber organizations tended to be extremely loose and unstable.5
Efforts to organize associations in the lumber industry date back to the
1850's, bnt most of the early endeavors were failures. Numerous cooperative
efforts in the 1870's blossomed and quickly withere(l. away. The National Associ-
ation of Lumbermen, created in 1874 to control production and fight the post-
Panic of 1873 price decline, proved powerless because of limited support.6 In
1881 a trade journal editorial discussed the association under the heading
t t Another Association Fiasco," saying (( the lumber trade is rapidly building
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for itself a national reputation as the parent of commercial organizations that
never amount to an;ythillg ... There seems to be a fatality about lumber organ-
izations that insures for them an early aIld ignominious dissolution."1
Passage of the Sherman Anti-Trust Act in 1890 was a watershed in lumber
trade association development. The Sherm::m Act clearly prohibited practices
which characterized many early associations and channeled them toward refining
at least their external objectivef! and activities. ·While not regarded as effec-
tive, the Sherman Act coincided with forceH within the trade association move-
ment itself. As a result, associations bcc:\me more businesslike with paid
staffs, permanent faeilitics, and a more dignified and professional demeanor.8
Many of the discredited attempts at production control and pl'i(',e fixing were
continuell, but the new organizations attempted to create a more favorable image
for their industry. BJr the end of the 1890 's the various lumber areas were
organized into regional associations. The process was capped by the formation
of the National Lumber Manufacturers' Association, an organization of affili,
ated regional groups, in 1902.9
The first relatively successful lumber trade association ...vas organized in the
Great Lakes region in the 1880's and the first truly effective regional organiza-
tion was formed in that section in 1891. Regional organization in tile South
began about the same time. Over the years there was a good deal of erOS8-
fertilization between the two areas. Frequently the same interests were aetire
in both regions and many who became influential in southern organizations
received their associational baptism in the Great Lakes iUliustry. The back-
ground and motives of associations in both areas were virtually identical.
One of the earliest southern organizations was the Missouri and Arkansas
Lumber Association which developed out of a meeting in .rune, 1883, at Poplar
Bluff, Missouri. During the same period East Texas and Louisiana manufac-
turers began to organize trade associations through which they II exchanged
data, comparative price lists, and privately circulated lists of malcontent 01'
undesirable workmen. The operators also cooperated On political and legislative
action and agreed on common labor and wage policies.' 'lD During the 1880 's
ten manufacturers from the Sabine River area organized the Texas and Louisiana
Lumbermen's Association. By 1883 twenty-six mills in the Sabine area were
making reports and the association eventually expanded to cover all of Texas
and Louisiana.U The organization finally became known as The Texas and
Louisiana Lumber Manufacturers' Association. Headquarters were in Beaumont
and R. E. Kelley served as secretary. The organization solicited reports from its
members giving their monthly production and stocks on hand. It circulated
tables showing this information, listing the mills covered, and making compari-
sons with the same period for the preceding year.12
Two of the organization's primary activities were the establishment of price
lists and curtailing output during periods of over-production_ '1'he lists were
reasonably effective. A circular from the secretary in 1895 found it "pleasant
to state that not a single writer attempts to fJxplain the small demand in the
old way, namely, by {',harging that A, B or C had undersold the list. X 0 charge
of this nature appears in any letter, and the fact that I am able to make this
statement after reading twenty-seven letters from manufacturers, each acknowl-
edging dull business, is testimony to the loyal observance of the list . . ."13
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The association attempted to keep members in line, and they were requested to
report all eases of price e~tting to the secretary for investigation,14
The lumbermen apparently took this matter seriously for in June, 1897,
Secretary Kelley wrote a prominent subseriber to investigate "a report ... to
the effect that since the adoption of the list of May 25th you have sold an
opening order ... at a eut of $1.00 per M on the general bill ..•" The secre-
tary eontinued that he was "disposed. to think the party making the report is
in error, for the manufacturers present when the list was adopted were too
emphatic in their expressions to permit me to believe anyone would willfully
and knowingly violate the agreement." However, Kelley said he would "be
pleased to hear an explanation froIll ;you that I Illay straighten the matter out
to the satisfaction of the .complainant and all others ... ' 115
The Texas and Louisiana LUlllber Manufacturers' Association tried with
varying success to curtail output in the industry. In these endeavors it attempted
to enlist the support of non-member mills. In May, 1896, Secretary Kelley
reported that at a Houston meeting the manufacturers" agreed that as soon as
85 per cent of thc capacity of yellow pine mills in 'rexas and Louisiana assent
to a curtailment of output ... the price list ... would again become effective
and adhered to ... ' '16 Evidence that such endeavors werc generally not suc-
cessful was revealed in Kelley's statement that "millmen should not become hope-
less because of comparative failures in the past to effect permanent and lasting
improvement.' '17
The problems of Texas and Louisiana manufacturers were shared by their
counterparts in other parts of the southern piney woods who also joined together
in local and sub-regional organizations to correct what one Mississippian termed
a system j, that allowed the ignorant customer to fix the price of a commodity."18
In 1890 representatives of several local and sub-regional associations united to
form the Southern Lumber Manufacturers' Association. This was the first tml)"
pan-regional southern lumber trade association.
The nucleus of the SLMA was the old Missouri and Arkansas Lumber
Association which had developed into the Missouri, Arkansas and Texas Associa-
tion. The organization admitted manufacturers of all lumber species although
producers of yellow or southern pine dominated. Its membership came from
practically the entire South except the Atlantic Coast states. Separate organiza-
tions in the Carolinas, Virginia, Georgia, and Florida were later absorbed into
pan-regional organizations. Producers catering to the export market and hard-
wood manufacturers took litle part in the aSBociation.l9 In the beginning memo
bers of the Southern Lumber Manufacturers' Association came principally from
Missouri, Arkansas, and Mississippi.
The SLMA immediately adopted grading rules in 1890, but the grades
differed from those of The Texas and Louisiana Lumber Manufacturers' Associ-
ation. Manufacturers from the two organizations reached a compromise in 1899
and the Texas and Louisiana producers affiliated with the Southern Lumber
Manufacturers' Association.20 A major trade paper praised the compromise and
joyfully noted the addition of longleaf territory with an estimated three hundred
million feet of annual capacity to the SLMA fold. It stated that the main
tasks now confronting the organization were "attainment of uniform grading
all over the Soutb, and the establishment of a statistical department which shall
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be complete and nccurate. 'IZI This was an inclircc.t '\::1Y of saying that the
associntioll shouh.l 1I0W gMhcr accurate materials upon which comprehensive price-
fi.xillg nUll curtailment ngrcemenls could be based. In fact tbe organization
beg:lIl cranking out price lists and suggestions at the time of its formation.
}"'rolU hcndqunrters in t. Louis 3..ll estimated fift;r-two price lists were issued
from 1890 until 1905.22
'j'he association'8 cmphnsis upon price and production controls was evident
throughout its cntire existence. During illl formative period in the early 1890'8
the SLMA urgel! member!:! to curtail production and ndbcre closoly to the price
lists proUllllgated by its Committee on Values. As Jnto as JU11C, 1904, near the
end of its existence under the outhern Lumber Manufacturers' Association name
it held un extraordinaQ' meeting of sovCllt)' to cight)' percent of the southern
pinc manufacturcrs in Mississippi, Arkansas, Louisiana, and Texas. These
operators, with a combined production of almost three billion board feet, agreed
to reduce output b)' one-third of normal productiou for a two-month period.
This was to be accomplished through oUminnting night operatioos, shortening
the work week, or reducing the working da;y. Thcsc drastic menSUl'es were
uudcrtuken to fight the over·productioll and dccreuscd demnnd brought about by
stendil)· rising priccs which had prompted owners 10 o"er-expand their mill
capacitics. The moasures were credited with drasticall,}' curtailing production.
R. A. Long, a dominant i..Ildustrr figure, 8.."lid the~' arrested the downward price
spiral and started a trend toward increasing ,"a.lues. ITowe,'er, the turnaround
was probably due to increased construction in major cities and l1 rising price
level in the o,'crseas market raUler than production curlailment.23
Despite a wide variety of other activities the Southern Lumber Manufac-
turers' Association continued to stress production controls and price regulation.
Tho public blamed generally risi.llg lumber priccs from 1899 to 1906 on trade
B88OCintions rathcr than general ecOllomie conditions, n.nd by the end of 1905
antitrust sentiment in parts of the South was fairly strong. As a result in 1906
the Southern Lumber Manufacturers' ABBOCiatioll faced possible investigation
and proseeution fOr issuing price lists and eng3gl.ng in otber questionable activi-
ties. Possibly because of the climate of public opinion the operators decided to
drop the Southern Lumber Manufacturers' Association name in favor of a new
label.2oI It was also true that SOmO members simpl)' wanted to adopt a name that
would II indicate tho faet that we represent Southern Pinc and not all Southern
lumber."25 The association's annual meeting on January 23 and 24, 1906,
changed the name to Yellow Pino Manufacturers' A..ssociation although the organ·
iz.ation remained essentially the same in membership and functioDl.2Ili
Although the South had a functioning regional association by the early part
of the twentieth century this did not mean at all producers or scetions had been
brought into the fold. Many organizations existed before and concurrently with
the Yellow Pine Manufacturers' Association and they fall into three general
categories. There are nssociutions of 1\ local natnre which operated outside the
arellS of the Yellow Pine and Inter Southern Pine Association's main strength
and early interests. They competed in fringe nreas for members and over matters
of local importance such as freight rates, but nevertheless generally cooperated
with the YFMA Bnd the SPA. These were e\'entually absorbed into the Southern
Pine Association.
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The second category indudes local or sub-regional organizations within the
main areas of ¥PMA and SPA strength which competed headon with the bigger
groups for membership and loyalties. These associations were frequently created
by ODe man or a small group who hoped to build an empire. None of their eha)·
lenges were successful. However, they cropped up periodically and occasionally
proved embarrassing or annoying to the larger organizations because of their
attempts to seduce members and their charges that the bigger associations were
fronts fOr control of the entire industry by the large operators.
A third group includes organizations within the YPMA and SPA region
which werc generally organized on a local or sub-regional basis with objectives
complementary to those of the larger associations. The YPMA and SPA worked
closely with these bodies which dealt primarily with limited problems. Typical of
these groups were mill managers' associations concerned with production and looal
management matters and organizations centered around specific general problems
such as transportation, advertising, or labor. The only really significant chal-
lenges to the hegemony of the larger general associations came from these
supposedly cooperating and complementary organizations.
Organizations in the first category, those eventually absorbed into the
Southern Pine Association, had their origins primarily in the desire to establish
grading rules. 'rhere were numerOus small associations in the second category
which although organized basically on a local leyel tried on occasion to sap the
strength of the larger groups. The general characteristics of these smaller
bodies were exhibited by the Texas and Louisiana Saw Mill Association which
was organized in February, 1908, with a paid secretary and offices in Houston.
This group stemmed from a meeting of r rprominent mill men of East Texas" in
Houston in November, 1907, which was the result of a Hlong felt need, among
the manufacturers, of an organization which would be thoroughly representative
of the saw mill interests of this section," and which could "unite forces as a
unit in dealing with matters affecting the industry as: a whole, especially with
reference to the relations of mill men with transportation companies ..." The
meeting established a committee to draft a constitution and by-laws and another
session was held in Beaumont on November 30, with additional recruits eoming
into the fold. Finally a session was scheduled for February 8, 1908, and in the
meantime a number of manufacturers from Louisiana expressed their desire to
join the new organization. Invitations to the February meeting were issued to
all mill men in the two states. The secretary felt that (( our first duty is to
increase our membership list ... in order that the association may represent
to the fullest, the lumber industry of Louisiana and Texas,"27
The secretary's desire to expand his membership was understandable, and
he was quite willing for expansion to come at the expense of other organizations.
In fact the Texas and Louisiana Saw Mill Association, like many other smaller
groups, found it difficult to justify its existence to members belonging to the
larger associations as well. In 1908, for example, a prominent Texas manu-
facturer in resigning from the Texas and Louisiana Association wrote that the
basic reason for his firm's withdrawal was the fact that {(we feel that our
memberRhip in the Yellow Pine Manufaeturera' Association is rendering us prac-
tically all of the benefits that we could secure from your Association. "28
The secretary could onl;)' reply that "It is quite true that we have not
accomplished what we have set out to perform '-- not all - but we have not
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been idle by any meallS and we think that ,,,ith the limited support which we
have been permitted to enjoy, that "'C hf\.'·c ::!('.tOlHplishcll mndl thai is of sulJ:-;lHIl-
tial benefit. tu our memhers and the lumber Frat~Tllit~y ill gClleml." The sN'Tt'tary
felt tbe primary gains had been made in \vorking for favorable freight rates,
and he said that "No other Assoeiatioll or :U1Y other iJulividufll, outside of this
Association can claim any share of' the credit for ..."hat has been dOILe. J '29 'l'he
Texas and Louisiana Saw Mill Association's cxperiell(',cfI were typir,al of those
of other small organizations struggling to survivu in the F.outhcrn pine region.
The third category, cooperating specializcu. groups, iududcd a number of
state and sub-regional associations among which was the Lumbermen 's Associa~
tion of Texas, whieh was (',omposerl of both manufaeturers and retail dealers.30
A number of similu'r organizations were formed periodieally, but perhaps the
most colorful ancl significant of the specialized gl'OUpS sprang into existence ill
1906 almost simultaneously with the evolution of the HLMA into the Yellow Pine
MauufacturerR' Association. Its interests all/I act.ivities influen(',cd the develop-
ment of both the YPM A and the Honthem Pille Assoc.iatiou.
The new organization, the Southerll Lumber Operators' Association, in a
sense simply workeu together with tIle YP1fA from a (1ifferent side of the same
battle. I~ fact, it is quite obvious that the two organ'izationH were closely related.
Both were headquartereu in St, Louis, both pullet} memhen; from Virtually the
same sources, at times one man served simultaneously on the paid staffs of both
associations, and snrviving recorus indlcate that Uw two organizations conseiously
worked together. The OperatorR' Associatioll outlived the YPl\1A and its rela-
tionship with the Southern Pine Association was not as open, but then it seems
clear that both groups cooperated i.n certain areas.
The Operators' Association performed au understood and valuable set\'ice
for both of its companion organizations - it allowed them to keep their skirh
relatively clean from the carna~e which is often involved in labor conflicts.
Therefore they could remain effective ana respectable voices in the community
and with the government while their members attained their objectivefl in the
labor field through the less-respectable Operators' Assoeiation. In fad the STjOA
was an employers' association in the purest and simplest meaning of the term.
The onl)' reason for its birth ana (',ontinued existence was to act as a vehide for
the opposition of sout.hern lumber operators to unionization. Unlike trade associ-
ations which develop relativel~' well-rounded and diverse pro~rams, the SLOA
never wavered from its single obsessive purpose - the elimination of organized
labor in the southern lumber region.
The birth of the Operators' Association (',arne as the lumber industry suf·
fered from over-production and great price flnctuations. The usual manufac-
turer's response to the situat.ion was to reduce hishonrA of operation, thus
cutting down the amount of employment and employee ..."ages. Employee unrest
because of these tactics and generally poor laboring conditions erupted into
spontaneous outbreaks whic,h were leaderless and easil)· overcome. In 1906 and
1907 there were uprisings in the piney woods of East Texas and Louisiana center-
ing arounJ the Lake Charles area. These outbreaks although easily subdued by
the operators left a lasting heritage of bitterness among the workers that made
the area a hotbed of unionism when later major clashes came.
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Written in this environmollt, the Operators' Association's constitution con-
centrated upon a single goal, ., to rCBist any encroachment of organized labor,"
and by the time of the IILouisiana-Tcxas Lumher War" in 1911-1912 the organi-
zation had gmwn to include eighty-seven companies with milIs in Texas, Louisi-
ana, Arkansas, Alabama, Oklahoma, Florida, and Mississippi. The SLOA'S
strength was concentrated in East Texas and Louisiana, and despite the leading
role of others in its organization there is no question that as the Operators'
Assoeiation developed the leading fignre became the "Prince of the Pines, n
John Henry Kirby of the Kirby Lumber CorupauJr in Houston.31
John Henry Kirby had long avoided direct involvement in association or
cooperative work and in fact during the latter part of 1906 he was listed by the
treasurer of the Operators' Association amonR' the" manufacturers in Texas who
have not ;ret joined us . . . "32 Ph;ysically east in the stereotype of the old
southern politician - large, ruddy·faced, "a magnifi('.ent looking 'I'exan" who
Il wore the frock coat" and spoke in a"very resonant voice,"33 Kirby accom-
plished bis rise to eminence in true Horatio Alger fashion. His later activities
reflected Kirby's humble origins ano his belief that he had risen to the top
through sheer individual effort under the beneficient eye of the Almighty.
The "Prince of the Pines" shared the feelings of the operator who stated
that "I like my men but will never submit to have any Committee or anybod;y
else dictate how long my mill should run or what wages I shall pay," but he
went fa_rther than simple disputes over wages and hours in his opposition to
union organization.34 Kirby's interests were broader and he was firmly attached
to the theories of the gospel of wealth. He was opposed to "radicalism" in
any form if it did not conform to his notions. Kirby was firml}' dedicated to
the free enterprise system and private property and he was adamant in his
opposition to big go\'ernment. " one worldism," anarchism, socialism, eommunisill.
and other" radical" ideologies which he defined according to his own predilec-
tions. Kirby's leadership in the fight against the unions was couched in these
terms and from the start the Southern Lumber Operators' Association tried to
associate the workers' cause with l' foreign" and" radical" doctrines.35
In the immediate aftermath of the 1906-1907 outbreaks, however, Kirby was
not openly associated with the Operators' Association and despite an undercurrent
of rumbling discontent the workers flocked back to the mills and camps of East
Texas and Louisiana. The Operators' Association, secure and complacent in
victory, fell into somnolence and it was not until three years later that the
residue of the outbreak stirred by new and effective leaders brouR:ht the tinder
of the piney woods into flame and John Henry Kirby and the Operators' Assoeia-
tion into the field to do battle with new and fiercer dragons.
The lumber workers needed only a catalyst to bring them into open revolt.
Rather than one they got two - another downturn in economic conditions which
prompted the now-familiar response of shutdowns and wage reductions, and two
organizers who led a new union which spread like wildfire through the East
Texas and Louisiana piney woods and was finally absorbed into the ranks of
the feared "Wohblies." The first local was formed in December, 1910, and
the opening year of union activity provoked an immediate response from the
operators. By the late spring of 1911 the East Texas-Western Louisiana Lumber
War was under full steam with the usual weapons of early industrial disputes
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in ('\-iil !le(', ('ulminating on .July 7, 1912, in the most Yiolent clash of the enlire
conflict, the" Grnyllow Tll('illcut" with tllrl."(' union men :uu1 one eoml,nn)' gunrd
killed :lilt) (orl)' cOlllllalalits anll h)'stnnders il1jured.36
Tn rl circus-like :tllllOSllherc l'1oudcd by the testimons of Pinkerton and Burns
Ileleeth-es emplo~'el1 IJ." the opemlors, Ilewspaper reports of intolerable prison
COIHlitioIlS, tlH.' QUlillOn8 prescnce of Wobbly hero Big Bill Haywood in New
Orlclllls. \'ague thrents of n KCllcrnl war b)' the people agninst nil mills in the
territor)', aud persistent rUllIors of assassinatiou plots agninst JOhn Henry Kirby
and other promincllt IUllIhNmcn: :l tri:}) was held in Lake Ch:lrlcs from October
7 through Ko\'cmbt'r 2. ]912, 011 charges of eonspiraey against sixty-two union
men.
The workers' CflSC ntlrflctel1 widesprclld publicit)' and nt the end of the
lengl11)· trial they were acquitted. 'I'he outeomc W3S a tremendous moral ,-ietory
for thc workers, but the trial eXI>euscs were so hea\'")" tllat the finnl result ,vas
the union's (}cmise us n viuble force ill the Texus-Louisiana piney woods. Clashes
behvecll the 1I0w-impo"crishe(1 uniOIl and the Operators' Association crushed
the final vestiges of organization, and by early 1916 evcn the most dedicated
unionists had to admit their organiz.:ltions were dend.37 The Southern Lumber
Operators' Association alld John Ilenr)' Kirb)' lind triumphed o,Ter the hated
IIIshmaelitie organization. "38 The Opcrntors' Association, however, continued
to keep a close c)"c 011 mO'·emcnts nmong the laborers despite tbe fad that tbe
labor situation had Ileleared up materially .. ."39
The Yellow Pine l\fnnufncturers' Association was tunctioning during the
height of Operators' Associntion neti"i1)·. Interestingly, howe"er, tbe Kirb)'
Lumber Company and nIan)" other Texas firms were not YFMA members, pre-
8umablr because the)' were concerned about tbe Texas anti-trust statutes. In
tact during the carl)' dn)'8 of the YPMA the secretarY-Dlanager was 80 upset by
tbe Texas situntion lhnt he attempted to get a cJC:1r legal statement OD the
matter in order to reassure both presetlt and potential subscribers in the Lone
Star State.40
Allhough the YPMA tIe"eloped 11 well-roulH.led trade association program, iu
continued emphasis 011 the gnthering and dissemillntion ot statistical information
provided the seeds of its uudoing. The Y PMA 's difficulties stemmed from
nlleged attempts to stabilize prices nnd control production b,r means of issuing
a basic price list. which members were urged to follow. Because of these activities
the Attorne)'-General of t11C State of Missouri brought a writ of quo warranto
against fort~r·ollc lumber companies on July 30, 1908. On December 24, 1913,
in wbat becfLme known ItS the Missouri Ouster Case, the Supremo Court of
Missouri found twenty-five companies incorporated in Missouri and six foreign
corporations guilty of cOllspiring to limit the output of southern pine and fix
prices. The eourt issued judgements of forfeiture against each of the guilty
companies, dissolving those with Missouri ('harters nnd ousting an of them from
their Iicen.ses to opernte in ~1i!isouri.41
Since all of the compunies were members of the YPMA, whieh was itaell
headqunrtered and organized in ),tissouri, the decision made the association's
demise inevitable. Despite last ditch attempts to altcr the organization and bring
it into the court's good gmccs, on No"ember 10, 1914, the board of dircetore
unanimousl)· recommended the YPMA's dissolution.42 During the 8saociation'II
last days n committee was appointed to devise a reorganization sebeme but
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be<>-3.use of the Missouri Ouster decision the plan was never promulgated. How-
ever, after eonferring with attorneys the eommittee unveiled plans for a new
organization, the Southern Pine Association, which was (',hartered in Missouri
on October 21, 1914.43
From the beginning the organizational committee was in close contact with
John Henry Kirh;}' who was considered the key figure in the East Texas-Louisiana
region. One of the first steps of Charles S. Keith, the committee's driving force.
was to call upon Kirby to attend an organizational meeting in New Orleans in
December, 1914, with an open mind,44 If Kirby could be persuaded to affiliate
with the SPA this would almost ensure suecellS among the vitally important East
Texas-Louisiana producers.
The New Orleans meeting lasted three days and attraeted over eighty
percent of the southern lumber manufacturing interests. The lumbermen made
definite plans to oilet the Southern Pine .fuloilociation into operation and ehose direc-
tors. Kirby attended the meeting and was favorably impressed with its results.
However, he hesitated about joining until he had consulted his attorneys and
learned "what others who had heretofore stood aloof intended to do." Kirby
was happy that firms in his area that had previously abstained from associa·
tional activities were favorable toward the new proposition. He was particularly
enthusiastic about the possihility of effective joint action in grading in inspec-
tion. statistics, advertising, and product research. However, although selected
as one of the SPA's directors, Kirby did not attend the directors' sessions in
New Orleans.45
The Southern Pine Association began to function early in 1915 and first
priority on Secretary-Manager .T. Eo. Rhodes' list was given to securing new
members and attempting to bring oW YPMA supporters into the fold. In
January, 1915, Rhodes sent each SPA director a list of manufacturers in his
state sho1Ning whether they had been affiliated with the YPMA Or had sup-
ported its statistical activities and if they had signed SPA subscription con-
tracts. The secretary-manager asked eaeh director to call a manufacturers'
meeting in his state to spur the membership drive.46
Organizational meetings wore held throughout the southern pine region. In
'l'exas the redoubtable John Henry Kirby summoned a gathering at the Lumber-
men's Club in Houston. Representatives of fjfteen prominent Texas firms
attended. The meeting was carefully scheduled for a Saturday morning because
many East Texas lumbermen had taken up golf and by meeting Saturday morn-
ing they CQuld spend the afternoon and Sunday on the links.47
In fact Kirby was most responsible for swinging East Texas and Louisiana
into the Sonthern Pine Assoeiation. Despite his own fears about legal diffi-
culties and his record of reticence jn routine associational activities Kirby was
actively recruiting support for the new organization from almost the very
beginning. The Texan's efforts were even direded toward convincing other
manufadurers of the nascent association '8 legality. In the pursuit of his goal
Kirby first had to overcome his own leJ!al advisors' objections and then in turn
to battle the counsels of other companies.48 TJutcher and Moore of Orange,
'l'exas, for example, stayed out of the association for awhile ber,ause they received
an adverse report on SPA legality from their attorney. Kirby's campaign
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brought him into direct negotiations with the Lutcher and :Moore couDsel to try
to convince him of the errOr of his decision - with the full approval of the
firm's general manager! 49
Lutcher and Moore eventually supported the Southern Pille Association and
there were others who hesitated and final1~{ joined. These firms could be
counted OIl in the final analysis. However, others consistently refused to join
the organization and dill uot even follow the practice of lllany who drifted in
and out. Some, like J. A. Bentley of Alexandria, Louisiana, were individualists
who had fought heated battles with competitors over timber purchases. In the
words of a long-time industr;r figure, II a lot of them just didn't wanta' sit
down at the same table with these other fellows ' '50
Organizations like the Bentley firm posed a tremendous problem for the
fledgling SPA, which hoped to overcome the lumbermen's senseless competition
and individualism. In such eases the big guns of the industry and association
were trained on the slacker. Secreta-ry-Manager Rhodes tacitly acknowledged
personal defeat in the Bentley matter in Xovembcr, 1915, and (',aIled upon John
Henry Kirby to intercede as "the only man who can possibly secure his subscrip-
tion."51 Kirby's aetion was quick, heavy-handed, and unsuceessful: "Why
don't you join us, We need you and you need the Association ... There must
be a reason why you have not cO'operated with us in the past and have not come
in for your portion of these necessary expenses. Let me know what the reason
is. I want you with us.,,52 Bentley remained aloof from the Southern Pine
Association.
However, the Bentley experience was not typical. Most organizational
efforts wero successfully direeted toward firms considered of key importance in
bringing entire regions into the SPA. In Texas, Kirby's confidants advised
him that llwith the Lutcher-Moore people, Alexander Gilmer, and the Sabine
Tram coming in and becoming subsr;ribers ... the remaining Manufacturers in
Texas would all fall right into line.' '53 The emphasis in dealing with these
concerns was on the aBsociation's benefits and legality.
Kirby also emphasized the SPA's services in the areas of "strict roles for
grading ... settling disputes concerning grades ... the dissemination of infor-
mation . . . [and] an intelligent advertising campaign . . ."54 Appeals to
Texas producers stressed the fact that SPA headquarters would be in New
Orleans near the center of southern pine production although the corporation was
legally domiciled in Missouri. A strident letter to the Lutcher-Moore people
reminded them that' I You fought so hard years ago to get the headquarters of
the Yellow Pine ABe'n. removed from St. Louis to New Orleans. This new
organization, the Southern Pine Association will have their headquarters in New
Orleans.' '55
The decision to incorpo-rate the SPAin Missouri was a deliberate one which
as one lumber journal said II makee the Association a ward, so to speak, of a
hostile Court and ensures the plan of organization against the possibility of
criticism by the courts of any state in which it may seek to do business."56 The
Missouri location, however, frightened many Texans who believed the old YPMA
had not been sufficiently responsive to their desires. The president of the
Carter-Kelley Lumber Company of Manning, Texas, expressed this point of
view:
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I am very much opposed to going into an organization of this
kind with its headquarters in Kansas Cit~r, although there may
be something under the chip that I do not know ... the largest
part of the business done by the association would be in the
department of inspection of grades and arbitration. This I
believe could be handled to very much better advantage with its
headquarters located in the south ... and when trouble comes
up such as we had during the I.W.W., the men on the ground
behind the guns arc the fellows who have to take care of the
situation. and I feel in this we should have the association
organized in some of the southern states where it can be close
to the manufacturing points, and where we can attend meetings
conveniently.57
Kirby fought this objection by again emphasizing that headquarters were
to be in New Orleans. He allayed allOther common fear by stating that "I
have not found any disposition among the Missouri lumbermen to run things_
They are willing that others shall have all the honors and take all the responsi-
bilities if they will but recognize that some character of vigorous organization
is indiapendable to the success of the industry.58
Kirby was successful in the Kelley case. Kelley replied that:
..• if the association is put in motion under the right kind of
management located in New Odealls I see no reaSOIl why it
should not succeed. Heretofore the members knew but very
little about the inside working of the association ... I know
you are familiar with all of the workings of the new assorjation
and if you think we will get value received for the money we
put into tho new organization, then I will be heartily in favor
of it, and will give it all of my support.59
Most Southern Pine Association efforts during its first year of existence
were in fact directed toward the life-giving job of securing members, and the
assistance of leaders like Kirby was grcatly appreciated by the staff and Secre-
tary-Manager Rhodes.50 Indeed Kirby and his Texas cohorts emerged as somc
of the Southern Pine Association IS strongest supporters and they latcr contributed
significantly to the SPA '8 rise as it developed into one of the nation's leading
trade associations. Maturing from a ba('.kground of spotty support for associa-
tional activitics Texas lumbermen became a source of strength to the South '8
first truly successful pan-regional lumber trade association.
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JEFFERSON'S INDOMITABLE
RICHARD PHILLIP CRUMP
T. C. CHADDICK
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Stubborn, adamant., obstinate, recalcitrant, tenacious, resolute, persistent,
obdurate, inflexible, dogged, mulish-usc any of these words and you have a
good one-word deseription of Richard Phillip Crump. ('Indomitable" was
used in the title to suggest one of hi~ better and historically more acceptable
characteristics. He faithfully reflected the harsh virtues and faults of his time
so far as the known facts may be representative. ]'ew of the qualities of a
hero are discernible in him. Yet to many of his day he was heroic; his resolute
doggedness and persistence that defied insuperable opposition even now excites
admiration, perhaps grudging, but admiration nevertheless.
Remarkably handsome-black eyes, black hair, a full beard, a lithe six-
footerL-Phil Crump fir:,;t appeared in 184.2 at Clarksville when Red River County
en(',ompassed all the Northeast COrner of Texas. A good naturedly sly expression,
enhanced by regular, agreeable features, gave him a pleasant, disarming person-
ality that was calculateu. to generate a feeling of acceptance in others. But
first to last, his career demonstrated that the understructure of this pleasing
exterior was a (',unning brain and an inflexible will.
The complex, even contrauictory aSJlect of his charaeter was probably little
noticed by his contemporaries. The complexity and contradictions more readily
come into focus at this distance in time. So far as is known, being a member
of the Baptist Church and a professional gambler presented Crump with no
cries of conscience; in his day those that disapproved of his gambling probably
thought it was a very fine thing that he belonged to a church. The accoutre-
ments of the majesty of law and order, sueh as that of the Sheriff's office and
that of a field officer in the Confederate Ann,Y, Or that of a leading citizen
were his during most of the time we know him; but a casual observer will see
that he was usually a law unto himself and prac.ticed but little self restraint.
It may be fairly concluded that any appan:nt inconsistenc;;)C in action that is
seen now bothered him not at all and much less his fellow citizens.
Tho earl); days of the Republic were anything but tranquil, for Texas had
been an independent republic but six years when two forays were made by
Mexican armed forces into the interior. A Mexican cavalr;r force unuer General
Rafael Vasquez entered the City of San Antonio on March 8, 1842, and later
that year on September 11, a force commanued by Mexican General Adrain Woll
occuJlied the city. The size of the Mexican forces pointed to a conclusion that
the incursions were not made with an expeetation of reconquering Texas, but
were intended only to terrorize and plunder its peo]1le_ Retaliation anti a show
of sovereignt~Twere thought justified by Sum H oll"t,on'B government.
The ReJlublic of Texas claimed it!'! boundary enelm;ed a large portion of what
is now the states of New Mexico and Colorado. There ,...as a long established
flow of commerce between Santa l<~e and Saint Louis, Missouri. Mexican
merchants in Santa Fe frequently moved valuable merchandise-laden wagon
train); along the route between these frontier cities. The road, <"ommonly called
the Santa Fe Trail, crossed territor~' claimed b;)' Texas. In an exer{',}se of
sovereignty that woulU at the same time be self-supporting and retaliatory, Sam
________________________1-
,
, '
"
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Houston Huthol'i:r.cd IIll expeditioll to the far XOl'tlnH'st te1'1'itory of Texfl,s to
prey upon the Mexican ('ommerce :lIong tlw S:luta Fe 'l'rai1.2 Colonel Jacob
Snively, a 8unreyor b;y profession, "'fig eOlllndssiOllCd to reernit 200 cavalrymen
for the cuterprise. The eOlllmissiOll specified th::tt the cavalrymen would furnish
their own :uniS, horses awl sub:listenec. Rf'mllllcration for service would be
one-half of the spoils capturef]. All eOllh';l band was to be delh'ered to the
Hepublic's agents and thereafter iudividnfll shares ::Jpportioned to the partidpat-
ing soldiery.
Recruitment proeceded throughout the Republic, and 200 were enroned by
March 1, 1843. Rendezyous was Ret for April 1 at Old Georgetown, some six
miles south of Coffee 'f'! Bend au Red River in North Texas, Thirt~'·five recruits
left Clarksville and reached the rendezvous point on April 8, Among this number
was :l. young, twenty-six year old Virginian, Richard Phillip CruUlp_ The scant~"
regiment was formed and Houston's instructions made known to the men, There
was great diSRatisfaction with the part. of the onler that limited partidpation
in the spoils to one-half of what might be taken, The regiment did not agree
with Houston's proposed disposition, but dcciued to leave the matter open to be
dealt with at a more propitious time.s "Snively's Expedition" numbering
finally 175 mounted. men, thereupon began its westward march, The tentative
objective of the mo\'ement was the area where the Santa Fe Trail crossed the
Cimarron River in present day Northeast New Mexico. Phil Crump's activities
arc not recorded, except the events on the day the expedition'!! remnant acknowl-
edged failure and turned back empty handed.
In brief, the expedition ,vas a fiasco. No wagOn trains were immediately
encountered in the area where expected, and dissension and disillusionment spread.
Many of the disaffected, seventy or more, began the long journey toward home
the day before Captain Phillip St. George Cooke,4 with 300 U. S. Army Dragoons,
marched up ahead of a Mexican wagon train. Captain Cooke was an energetic
and experieIJ(~el1 frontier army officer. On encountering Snively's Texans and
ascertaining to his own satisfaction that the expedition was in territory between
the Cimarron and the Arkansas claimed by the United States, he invited Snively
to a parley, While the commanders talked, the much better equipped U. S.
troops took positions and emplaced heavy guns that pinned the Texans agaimt
the river. Outmanneu by a ratio of 3 to 1, and outgunned even more ominously)
the Texans reluctantly agreed to surrender their rifles. Disarmament waR not
total, however, as some surreptitiously avoided surrender of their weapons,
Captain Cooke and company departed.
The evidence of a Mexican wagon train in the near vicinity guarded by
some 400 Mexican troops was laid before the reassembled regiment. Colonel
Snively resigned. A new leader was elected, and seventy-five of the expedition
agreed to pursue the wagon train. The others turned toward the interior of
Texas. After the new commander found evidence that the Mexican armed
guard was between the small borly of Texans and the wagon trains, he gave up
the project. At this point a vote was taken on the question of proceeding
against the wagon train or returning home. Colonel Warfield, successor to
Colonel Snively, announced his dechlion by saying: "All who want to go home,
follow me," and rode off. Ten men refused to follow him. Prominent among
those ten was Richard Phillip Crump)) But these ten bitter-enders could do
nothing. Empty-handed, they too journeyed hack to their starting point.
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The expedition failure was naturally a subject of intense interest and, of
course, a center of c.ontroversy. When Crump returned to Clarksville he found
that reports had been published in Texas newspapers which he considered
derogatory to the leadership of Colonel Jacob Snively. He and five others
signed an aMount of the expedition's operations aillI mlsadventures, and the
Northern Standard, a weekly newspapel' in Clarksville, Texas, published the
story in its issues of September 21 and 28, 1843. The account is well mitten
and presents a rathel" balanced recital of the undertaking. It was critical of
Warfield and another of Snively's subordinates, and bitterly denounced the per-
fidity of Captain St. George Cooke of the United States Army. The Snively
Expedition episode in Richard Phillip Crump's life exposed a strata of courage
that blinded him to overwhelmingly unfavorable odds, and brought to surface a
glimpse of that loyalt;r to those he considered legitimately placed over him that
he exhibited frequently throughout his life.
The City of Jefferson, then burgeoning as a commercial port on the nav·
igable waters on Big Cypress, attracted Crump to it some time before 1845-.
Some twenty-five miles east of Jefferson, Robert Hughes, Sr., several of his
sons and other kinsmen (the city of IIughes Springs is named for his best known
SOIl, Reece), had taken up land as early as llj38.o The several families of Hughes
then in that neighborhood were well established settlers with large plantations.
William V. Hughes had a marriageable daughter, Martha. This young lady
became the bride of Phil Crump_ Marriage into the Hughes family suggests
that Crump's winning manners and lively prospects were well received in the
general community. The union had been blessed with a daughter of four and
a one-year-old son when the enumerators made their rounds for the 1850 census.
Texas was admitted as one of the United States in 1845. The Texas Legis-
lature at its Pirst Session subdivided the area bounded by present day Bowie,
Cass, and Marion Counties by forming the south half into a county to be named
Casso (Marion County was severed from Cass in 1860). Phill Crump's good
connections, authoritative bearing and affable demeanor assured him election as
Sheriff of Cass County the first time the polls were opened for that purpose. His
tenure continued through 1850. After leaving the Sheriff's office it is probable
that he engaged in the builJing trade. It is known that he operated a saloon,
billiard parlor and shooting gallery. He was regarded, in the euphemism of the
day, as a sportsman. He was a horseman, wagered on and rode in stake races; 7
and court records show that at differont times charges were preferred against
him for public gambling. His occupational undertakings were not narrowly
confined, as exhibited b;y this advertisement in the March 5, 1856, issue of The
Southwestern, a weekly newspaper:
(( NEW ORLEA.J.~S AND RED RIVER PACKET. The substantial,
fast running steamboat, GRENADA, R. P. Crump, Mastor, having heen
thoroughly overhauled and put in eomplete order, will run during the
seaSOn as a regular packet behveen New Orleans, Shreveport, Albany,
Benton, Port Caddo, Smithland and Jefferson, receiving and landing
freight or passengers at all intermediate points and plantations. The
Grenada is a large and commodious boat, with superior accommodations
for passengers, and her officers will make use of every exertion to
give satisfaction to shippers and travelers. FOr freight or passage,
apply on board."
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The length of time Phil Crump devotell to his occupation as a river boat
master can not nov... be detcrmilluu with any more accuracy than the time he was
engaged in his other enllings. He probably regarded himself primarily as a
building contrador, hut his venturesome spirit was limited only by his appol"
tunitics. The political plum of U. S. Census enumerator in Madan County was
his in 1800. In the eemus return he gave his occupation as "grocer. J1 This
term was frequently llsed by purveyors of whiskey to distinguished them from
saloonkeepers who sold by the drink. Martha Crump died in 1859, and Phil
soon married her sister, Cynthia Caroline. Cynthia had the responsibility of
rearing .:\-fartha's children, as well as those born to her marriage.
The enerl;Y with which Phil Crump embraced the opportunities afforded by
secession from the "Luion and the hostilities that followed leaves little doubt
where his sympathies lay. Official reports and dispatches during the Civil War
outline his career as an offieer in the Confederate States Army. He was at
Wilson Creek and Elkhom Tavern (Pea Ridgoe), The following extraets8 show
his progress:
JeffersoIl, Marion County, Texas, Nov. 3, 1861, Wm. C. Young, Col.
Comdg. R.egt. cCexas Vol. Cav. C. S. Army, to Hon. J. P. Benjamin,
Sec. of War, Confederate.
"Immediately aftor furnishing the transportation of Col. Sima'
regiment, I left for this pla('.e, at the urgent request of Maj. R. P.
Crump, to muster his battalion of cavalry, raised b;y the order of See.
Walker for Missouri. By \Vednesday next I shall be able to complete
his muster, and they (the battalion) will mareh immediately to join
General McCullough , ,J
Near Ft, Smith, Nov. 29, 1862: To Brig. Gen. J. S. Marmaduke,
Combg. 4th Diy. Olivers Store. Lt. Col. R. P. Crump with Lane's
regiment Texas Cavalry about 600 strong was ordered to you last
night.
Report of Lt. Col. R. P. Crump, First Texas Partisan Cavalry, Camp
on Cove Creek, Dec. 9, 1862.
'(Attack at Prairie Grove Church; killed 40 enemy; Captured 200
prisoners, including :Major Hubbard, 40 wagons, several Negroes, 200
stands of arms, 200 horses."
The last report bears the following endorsement by Crump's superior:
"I woulll call your attention particularly to the daring chivalry
of Col, Young and Crump. n
Ft. Smith, Ark. Jan. 14, 1863, Col. Speight reported 20 of his men
captured by Capt. Martin D. Hart, a renegade Texas ... Many sympa-
thizers scattered through eountTy.
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The lawless band operating :in vicinity of Ft. Smith under command of
Martin D. Hart, formerl;y a member of the Texas Senate from Hunt
Count,)' awl who now represents himself as a captain in the First Texas
Regiment (Federal) . . .. Communication is being kept up between
Hart and abolition sympathizers in Northern Texas.
Under leadership of Martin D. Hart, several most respectable citizens of
Valley of Ark. murdered and numerous robberies committed by these
outlaws.
Be careful not to let persons with N egrocs or otherwise to pass your
lines.
Ft. Smith, Ark. January 19, 1863. Lt. Col. R. P. Crump ordered to
report to Col. Monroe commanding Carroll's Brigadc, Ark, Cavalry for
orders to be given him.
Lt. CoL Crump '8 command sent in pursuit of lawless bands who were
murdering and laying waste to country.
Report of Gen. T. C. Hindman, Little Rock, Feb. 15, 1863. "Left
Lt. Col. R. P. Crump at Dripping Springs, 9 mi. No. of Van Buren.
Col. Crump's train captured.' t
To: Col. ·W. P. Lane, Jefferson, Texas, From Brig, Gen. Wm. Steele,
Ft. Smith, April 18,1863. "Lane's Regiment under Crump gave up
Red River."
Ji~ort Gibson, Ind, T, May 9, 1863: Col. R. P. Crump of 'l'exas with a
command of Texans arived at Ft. Smith last Friday, Report Wm. A.
Phillips, Col. Commanding.
July 7, 1863. Ft. Smith; Col. Crump ordered to Red River for sub-
sist-enr.e for his horses and to collect stragglers.
Forces at Ft. Smith, Feb. 15, 1864, R. P. Crump had remnant of Lane's
Texas Partisan R.angers:
150 men
no change of clothing
nor average of blanket to man
1500 in hospital.
Sept. 13, 1864, from Ed. P. Turner: r'-Crump attacked at Mount Elba."
Camden, Ark. Oct. 10, 1864. r rLane's Brigade, Col. Crump commanded
to attack at Mount Elba."
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State Senator Martin D. Hart uf Greellville, Texas, organized a unit of
cavalrymen called the Greenville Guards at the inception of hostilities in the
Civil War.9 His election as Captain was certified by the Chief Justice of Hunt
County on July 6, 186], and the company's Uluster roll duly returned to Gover-
nor Clark of Texas. Why Hart switched sides is unknown. In August of 1862,
Capt. Hart with a small number of eompanions left Texas for the vkinity of
Fort Smith, Arkansas, ostensibly to raise troops for service in the Confederate"
Armed Forces in Northwest Arkansas. His jOllrne)', however, carried him to
Springfield, Missouri, and perhaps St. Louis. He possibly secured a commission
as a captain with Federal Armed Forces, though no record of an appointment'
has been found. Colonel John W. Speight, First Division, First Corps of the
Army of the "Trans-Mississippi' \ eRA, reported on January 14, 1863, that
Hart and thirty followers had captureu twenty men from Speight's eommand.
Colonel Speight on January 19, directed Lieutenant Colonel Crump to pursue
Hart. Crump's entire unit moved out of Ft. Smith on January 20 ovel' ground
COvered with six inches of snow. Captain A. R. Reiff eommanueu. the advance
guard, and his officer induced a boy, out of a family of Hart partisans, to lead
him to where Hart's band was campell in :-i mill. After brief action all but·
three of Hart's men were made prisoners. One of Hart's partisans was killed,
two escaped and the remainder were carried back to Port Smith anu imprisoned.
Lieutenant Colonel Crump convened a (',ourt martial to try Hart Qud his First
Lieutenant J. W. Hays; the other twenty-two prisoners werc transferred to head-
quarters at Little Hoek.
The Hart partisans had murdered at least two prominent civilians li\'ing
near Charleston, Arkansas, and had threateueu and generally terrorized those
loyal to the Confederacy in Fort Smith'a environs. Hart and Hays were eon-
victed of murder and sentenced to be hangell. Captain Reiff's Company had
charge of the execution. A relative of one of the muruereu civilians was 2iven
the privilege of placing the noose around each condemned man's neck and secur-
ing the rope to the gallows tree. The condemned stood, each OIL his own coffin,
at the rear end of a wagon with the nooae in place, and at that juncture was
permitted to make a last statement. Captain Hart met death with dignity. Re-
assumed responsibility for all that his partisans had done, he asked nothing for
hinnlelf, and deelaring he was ready to meet his fate, but asked leniency for
Hays and his men on the grounds that they had merely obeyed his orders.
The two executed prisoners were buried. Federal forces later removed their
bodies to the National Cemetery at Fort Smith.
The capture and execution of Hart and Hays give Phillip Crump undeserved
notoriety. Rumors and word-of-month reports of the incident, wrongly on the
basis of existing evidence, built up a myth that Colonel Crump executed Hart's
whole band of twenty-three to twenty-seven bushwackers. Correspondence and
memoirs of men who were present mention only the execution of Hart and Hays.
A Fort Smith newspaper, The New Area, reported on J anuar~' 16, 1864, that
Lieutenant Pratt, 14th Kansas Cavalry, USA, a Federal force then stationed at
Fort Smith, was circulating a subscription list for funds to re-inter the bodies
of Captain Hart and Lieutenant Hays, who, the paper said, had been executed
by rebels, a year previoU!~ly. The tOnc of the article showed a strong Union bias,
and had more than these two been executed, the paper would have flaunted the
fact.10 Crump's personal responsibility appears to have been no more than that
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of a field grade officer in charge of military operations where the incident
occurred.
I
I
The aftermath of the Hart affair is shown by a news atory in the Texas
Bepublican, published at Marshall, Texas. under date of Friday, August 25, 1865:
Col. R. P. Crump and Lt. Col. W. P. Sauf'ley recently of the eSA were
arrested here last Sunday by order of General Hawkins and placed
under guard on the charge of having caused the execution of certain
Union prisoners in Arkansas during the Winter of 1862-63. It was
understood the arrested parties were to be taken to Fort Smith for trial,
but on Monday they slipped away from the guard and have not been
heard from since.
It seems probable that Colonel Crump persuaded his guards to permit him to
visit his home. A great-granddaughter wrote in 1966:
I remember my grandmother telling me about Col Crump and Col.
Saufley being at home when the Northern tTOOpS eame to the house,
and the slaves pulled the piano out on the veranda and she played
and her littlc (half) sistcr danced to cntertain them while her Father
and Col. Saufley got away, going out the back of the house.
There is no record that Crump was re-arrested after this escape, or that charges
were thereafter pressed against him.
At the outbreak of the Civil War, Major Crump recruited for membership
in his mounted battalion young Cullen Baker.tt This young man at that time
was building a local reputation as a scofflaw. He was with the command in
Missouri and northern Arkansas in the early days of the war. A mission for
the army brought him back to his home area, and he never returned to his unit.
For the remainder of the war, Baker's activities so nearly approached those of
a Confederate-oriented guerilla that he and his few followers were endured, if
not approved, in his small area of operation along the Texas and Arkansas line.
For what it is worth, folklore persists that Baker was in communication with
Quantrill's Missouri guerillas. One of them, Jesse James, is said to have swapped
horses with Baker. For a short time after hostilities had ceased, Baker's brushes
with and flouting of Federal authority gave him sanctuary among East Texans,
but as time wore on his personal vendettas and offenses against local inhabi-
tants began giving him more the reputation of a renegade than a Robin Hood.
By 1867 his standing had deteriorated to such extent that he was compelled
to take and remain under cover. It was in November that his former Com-
mander, Lieutenant Colonel Crump, and a deputation of prominent citizens
arranged a meeting with Baker in Cass County. Crump urgently advised Baker
to quit the area and allow public sentiment against him to subside. How well
his advice was received is not known, though it does not appear that Baker
resented it. The concrete result of the meeting was a letter Baker wrote a local
newspaper declaring himself innocent of outrages that had been laid at
his door, and asserting his belief in and support of law and order. Crump's
effort to remove Baker peacefully as a detriment to the community did not
succeed; it took stronger measures and in ear1~' Januar~r, 1868, he was killed b~'
a posse that included a brother-in-law.~
!"-------------------
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Jefferson and East Texas wcre spnred the terror, suffering, humiliation and
degradation of au iuvasioll by a hostile Union Army prior to Appomattox.
The spirit of the people was not broken and submission to reconstruction authority
was galling beyond measure. Brigadier General George P. Bucl, USA, in a
report to the Fifth Militar;)' District Headquarters under (late of July 8, 1869)
says: "I do not believe Northeastern TexaH will average over twenty-five
white men to the county who have any love for the United States of Arnefiea,
its laws or officials - or for those who are loyal to it." The pussion, resent-
ment, the trauma of defeat, the desperation of people who staved off invasion
only to be submerged in the final collapse of a cause dear to them, along with
spite, bravado and opportunism went into the emotional mix that exploded ODe
Saturday night in Jefferson back in 186ft But for this setting the simple
recital of the factual basis of the trial of Richard P. Crump and twenty-two eO·
defendents woull1 appear vacuous or perhaps the machination of insensible
criminals rather than a manifestation of people's will to govern themselves in
freedom.
Mter the end of the hostilities in 1865, George W, Smith, late a Captain of
U. S, Volunteers, was a prominent figure in Jefferson.t2 He headed an organi·
zation known as the Loyal League, made up of an element the community would
characterize as freed slaves. scalawags, and (',arpetbaggers. The community was
shorn of its best leadership by the Federal Reconstruction Laws, and opportuni-
ties suell as George W. Smith became its political representatives and spokesmen.
Smith was eleeted to a Constitutional Convention that met in Austin in the year
1868 to re-write and replace the 1866 State Constitution with one more agreeable
to the radical element in control of state government. On return to Jefferson
that fall his baggage, referred to in the records as a II carpetbag", and alao as
"saddlebags!" was stolen. A X egro rE-f1ort.ed that the stolen propert;y might be
found at the home of Richard A. Figures. about three miles distant from Jeffer-
son. The Figures place was near that of Judge Colbert Caldwell, then a Justice
seated by Reconstruction authorities on the Supreme Court of Texas.
Talk of search for the stolen property at Figures' residence reached Figures,
and he called on mcmbers of the" Knights of the Rising Sun" to stand guard.
Richard P. Crump and several others, including a man by the name of Haggerty
and another by the name of Thurman, answered the call for help. About 10: 00
o'clock, on the night of October 3, Crump and his companions were confronted
by Smith and several Negroes near the Judge Caldwell place. A shootin2' affray
resulteJ., Smith and his companions ,,,ounded Haggert.:r and Thurman slightly,
and killed a horse. Major James Curtis, Tenth Infantry Division, U. S. A.,
commanding the Jefferson post; was 011 the ground with a force within a few
minutes, and Smith ('.ame out of concealment and surrendered himself. Crump
explained that had his gnn not misfired, he would have killed Smith. Fully armed
local citizens were turning out in large numbers_ Perhaps by this turnout of
citizens the Ma~..or of Jefferson anll the Marshal uf Jefferson were allowed to
take charge of Smith lind the three Negroes. Major Curtis was assured that
a fair investigation and prosecution would be made. The city calaboose was
only a block and a half from military headquarters, and Major Curtis saw
little reason to be apprehensive about the safety of the prisoners, in view of the
cooperation he was rcr,eiving.13 As a precaution he posted one commissioned
officer, one sergeant, one corporal, and eight privates inside the jail yard and
three outposts of two men each at street corners some fifty yards away.
\
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A rumor spread that Negro freedmen were conspiring to seize the city jail
and free Smith and his accomplices. The rumor, Me.ording to later testimony,
inspired a large number of loeal citizens, including Crump, to agree to assist
the City Marshal in guarding the jail on Saturday night, October 4. A number
of prominent citizens joined the City Marshal and the }~edel'al troops guarding
the jail, but Crump was not among them. Shortly after dark on October 4 a
well organized group of more than sevent;)' men, masked and disguised, stealthily
descended on the jail and difm.rmed all guards, including the :F'ederal troops.
Four former slaves, Grant, Stewart, Wright, awl Turner, were taken from the
jail; the bullet-riddled body of George W. Smith was found inside a cell. A
short distance away the boilies of Louis Grant and Richard Stewart were also
found. Anderson Wright and Cornelius Turner escaped the mob.
Richard P. Crump and Ludwig P. Alford, William H. Magill, Mark H.
Joplin, Silas H. Nance, Charles L, Pitcher, John A. Richardson, Mathew D.
'1'aylor, John C. Murphy, Jr., Henry A. Steeley, "{alter L. Marshall, John M.
Vines, William A. Hightower, David E. Carpenter, Richard Batie, \Villiam D.
Hannagan, George Gray, OS('ar Gray, Hem)' 11. Woodsmall, William L. Craw-
ford, Horatio N. Geer and Nathaniel McCoy, and Richard Davis, freedman,
,vere arrested and lodged in the Federal st.ockade. The first charge against
them was" conspira<',y to oppose the authority of the Government of the United
States and to prevent the execution of the aets of the Congress to provide for
the more efficient government of the rebel states, ....," and "feloniously and
forceably" resisting "the United States' Military engaged in the execution of
said laws." The second court (',harged them with the murder of George W.
Smith, Louis Grant aIllI Richard Stewart. The SpecificatiolL lLamed as eonspira-
tonl with those charged the following; Marion T. Slaughter, William B. Saufley,
Harrison Thurman, A. A. Spence, George O'Neil, James Alley, Charles Hotch-
kiss, 'Villiam Alley, William Hose, James Knox, Jacob Bates, David CastIebury,
Richard Sedberry, John Hopperty, William Ochiltree,14 Bud Connor, Clem Gallo-
way, Stephen Sullivan, William Niehols, Thea Nichols, James Cotton, Theodore
Lewis, John Lewis, Bud Lewis, -Hagarty, -Cotton, -Thomas, -Gorman,
-Monan, --Campbell, .Tohn Penman, Pink Barnes, -Kirkland, -Pratt, Thoodore
Scott, John Muse, John Chambers, -'Vallace, -Dobbins, John Brightwell,
-McCarthy, and freedmen John Brooks.
Major General J. J. Reynolds, United States Arm:,y, issued an order from his
headquarters at Austin on April 22, 1869, directing that a Military Commission
COnvene at Jefferson, Texas, on May 15, 1869, to try Crump and those charged
with him. The presiding officer was designated as Brevet Major General
Edward Hatch, with Colonel W. R, Schafler, Colonel S. H. Starr, Major Lyman
Bissell, Colonel A. M. Dudley, Lieutenant Colonel George A. Gordon, and Lieu-
tenant Colonel Samuel K. Schwenk completing the Commission. At the day
appointed for trial a ~finute was entered showing that f/ all the prisoners except
Henry M. '\VoodAmall then applied to have the assistance of the followed named
counsel in their defense: Messrs. B. 'V. Gray, D. B. Culberson, Samuel F,
Mosely, R. A. R,eeves, W, E, Penn, John Burke, T. J. Campbell, W. H. Mason,
R. R. Haynes, George '1'. Todd, J. C. Todd, and John Clarke."
A Genet'al Order (175) issued out of the Headquarters of the 5th Military
District (State of Texa!'l) on October 2, 1865, shows that the commission found
Crump not guilty on all charges and specifications and acquitted him.l5 The
District Oommander would not approve the verdict, but ordered Crump released
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from confinement. While in the stockade Crump became ill and t.he military
authorities permitted his wife to remain in tho stockade :iR his nurse. The
following funeral notiee dated Friday, October 15, 1869, records Crump'8 death:
f I The friends and acquaintenances of the late Colonel R. P. Crump are invited
to attend his funeral this afternoon at 4:00 o'clock. The procession will fOl'lli
at his residence and proceed to the city cemetery." Crump's body was interred
beside that of his first wife.
Richard Phillip Crump ,vas a man of his environment. Tragedy was fl. com·
monplac,e ingredient. Phil Crump '8 tragedy was that he lived in times of turbu-
lence and violence. That he was courageous is beyond question. His loyalty
was to a eonsensus, to the indefinable and illusory standards, as he understood
them, extolled or professed by what he eonsiderell to be the better class in his
community. To him this class, the established, the respectable, the responsible
element of the community, and the angels werc 011 the same side. No danger
to himself nor the prospect of defeat daunted him or stayed his hand. Fate
preserved the high dramatic quality of his life to the very end. His entry into
public eonsciousnei:ls was inconspicuous, out the role he created thrust him to the
front stage center, and he departed riding "high, wide, and handsome."
AFTERWORD
It has been the good fortune of the Jefferson Historical Society and
Museum to have had Lucille Bullard (Mrs. Jack Bullard) as one of its most
avid and industrious sponsors. She has done a prodigious amount of research
into Jefferson's past. Perhaps her favorite character of lo(',al historical interest
was Richard Phillip Crump. She very kindly made her notes and files, and those
of the museum available to me. Not less than ninety-eight percent of the re-
search underlying this paper must be credited to her. The facts stated here
are hers, only the conclusions are mine.
Terrell W. Connor, Jr., President, East Texas Historical Association, invited
me to read a paper at the Society's meeting at Marshall, Texas, on March 22,
1969. Phil Crump seemed a likely subject.. It was soon apparent, however, that
my subject in the context of this time would not fit into the time allotted.
Omissions anil_ condensation was imperative. It. is with regret that the military
trial and its dramatic personae, defendants, judges, prosecutors, parties and
lawyers could not be sketched in detail - they deserve more extensive treatment
than is possible here. This, of course, is true of all persons and events from
beginning to end, but pa-ring down was unavoidable. Limitations or not, the
result should have been better.
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iT. U. Taylor, Cullen Mcmtgomery Baker (Typescript, Archives Department,
Jefferson Historical Society and Museum). This manuscript reflects meticulous
investigation and research by Dean T. U. Taylor of the University of Texas.
The original manuscript is in the University of 'rexas Library. Dean Taylor's
description of Colonel Crump, together with a photograph in the possession of
the museum, is the authority for this description.
2Mrs. Jack Bullard, Snit-ely ExpedUw1t, (Archives Department, Jefferson
Historical Society and Museum). This is a compilation by Mrs. Dullard. It
contains a typed extract from Ford's Mem·oirs, Volume 2, and a xeroxed extract
from H. Yoakum, History of Texas, Vo~me 2. Apparently the manuscript of
the first mentioned work and a printed copy of the second are in the Texas State
Library. The condensed version of the Snively EXJledition recounted here is
based on Mrs. Bullard's compilation and the account appearing in the Narthern
Standard, the newspaper at Clarksville, Texas, mentioned in the text.
3Ford,'$ Memoirs is the authority for this view. Yoakum says that the
expedition members voted unanimously to reject Houston's arrangement.
4Douglas Southall Freeman, Lee'8 Lieutenants, (Charles Scribners Sons,
New York, 1944), 1. This officer was a Virginian by birth, and is best remem-
bered as the father-in-law of Major General J. E. B. Stuart, CSA. After the
outbreak of the Civil War, Cooke was promoted to Major General in the Union
forces, and served as McClellan's Chief of Cavalry early in the war. His son,
Brig. Gen. John Roger Cooke, CSA, chose to stand with Virginia and the South.
Bernard DeVoto's 1845-The Year of Decision, says that the Mormons on their
trek to Utah came to dislike Capt. Cooke, and regarded him as one of Satan's
own.
5Ford's Memoirs lists these holdouts as Jacob Snively, David Snively, John
Moore, Zac Moore, James O. Rice, James P. Crump, James A. Mitchell, and
Hugh F. Young, but fails to recall the names of the remaining two.
6R. R. Hughes, U Life of an East Texas Pioneer" (manuscript). The author
of this memoir was a son of Reece Hughes of Hughes Springs, Texas. '1'he
manuscript is in possession of a Reece Hughes granddaughter, Mrs. H. D. Ashley
of Hughes Springs. The arrangement of the account indicates it was probably
written for and published in a local newspaper. Limited research does not
disclose a relationship between William V. and Robert Hughes, Sr., but the
Crump great granddaughter quoted in the text says William V. Hughes' planta-
tion was near Hughes Springs, Texas.
7John H, McLean "Recollections of Jefferson, Its Vioin'ity and Folks"
(Typeseript, Archives Department, .Jefferson Historical Society and Museum).
The author of this memoir was a well-known early day Texas Methodist preacher.
He authored a number of papers of historical interest.
SWar Of the Rebellion: A Compilation of Officiat Records of the Union and
Confederate .:l.r'1nies (Washington, Government Printing Office, 1880-1901). This
monumental work is in many volumes and it is impractical here to cite each
volume and page where the document extracted may be found. The index should
be consulted by anyone wishing to go to the source of these quotes.
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9William E, Sawyer, The Martin lIart Conspi-racy (Typescript). This work
appears to Im\'8 been a dissertation writteIl while its author was a student at
East Texa~ State rllh-ersity. A carbon copy is in the Arehi\'es Department,
.Tefferson HiRtorical Society and Museum. '1'he Sawyer paper is the basis of the
episode related here.
lOA footnote in the Martin Hart Conspiracy quotes an editorial of the Fort
Smith New Era in its issue of January 16, 1864. Referring to Captain M. D.
Hart and Lieutenant Hays, one sentence suffices to show the editor's bias, to-wit:
"'}'h08e patriotic adventurers in the eo-use of their country, suffered death by
the hands of vile traitors then in authority at Fort Smith' J.
liSee Footnote No. I. The account here is based on Dean Taylor's manu-
script.
12Reeords of the War Department, Of/we 0/ the Adjutant General (Record
Group No. 94, National Arehives of the United States, 1934). 'I'he record group
cited and stories from the Times and Republican, a newspaper published at
Marshall in 1H69, as reflected by extracts eopied from the newspaper and pre-
served in a notebook in the Archives Department, Jefferson Historical Society
and Museum, are the basis of the account of the events that resulted in the
Military Commission trials that are given in the text. '1'he testimony at the trial
was preserved and is now in the National Archives. The expense of securing
microfilm eopies of the witnesseB' testimony rendered it unavailable.
13Subsequently Major Curtis became very apprehensive and called upon his
superiors for reinforcement as he feared that the mob might harm Judge Cald-
well and Don Campbell; Campbell was afterwards Lieutenant GOvernor of the
1873 administration of Governor E. J. Davis.
14William Beck Ochiltree was one of the authentic founding fathers of the
Republic of Texas. He was a District Judge, and sat as a member of the
Supreme Court of the Republic. As late as 1H60 he was a major candidate
for Governor of Texas, contesting Sam Houston for the office.
15Ludwig P. Alford, George Gray, Oscar Gray, John A. Richardson, Matthew
D. Taylor, and Charles L. Pih·.her were found guilty on several specifications in
the charges. The first three were sentenced to life terms in the penitentiary,
and the others to terms of four years. It is doubtfu1 that any part of the
sentences was actually l'Ierved. Ineonelusive research has not turned up a record
in that respect. Taylor is to be found serving a third term as Speaker of the
House of R.epresentatives, 'l'exas r.egislature, Regnlar Session, 1873, an alltime
record in tha.t office. 'l'he district court records of Marion County show that
H. P .. Mabry was acquitted of the murder of George W. Smith in the State
Court in 1869. Mabry was a former district judge removed from office in 1866
by reconstruction authority; he was a Confederate officer, and commanded a
brigade, though never confirmed in rank as Brigadier General. Limited investi·
gation has not shown a connection between the Military Commission trial and
Mabry's trial by eivil authority, nor an explanation for Mabry's omission as a
defendant in the military trial.
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THE WORLD'S CHAMPION FIDDLER'S FESTIVAL
AT CROCKETT:
AN EAST TEXAS TRADITION
JOE ANGLE
Every year in the small East Texas town of Croekett fiddlers from around
the state and the natiou gather at. the Davy Crockett Memorial Park.. Here
the most skillful fiddler present is cbosen. The wiuner is something morc thnn
the best performer present for this musician also cnrrics the title of World 18
Champion Fiddler. However, a description of this contest is incomplete if it
stops with owy the fiddler. For those attending, it is a social event of great
significance.
On the northeast side of the semicircle of parked cars and pickups is located
the pavilion (a euphemism for a large, tin roofed shed), under whieh the contest
is held. Here people gather to hear Ule music they have grown up with, meet
their friends, to get in some gossip, and to judge fiddlers. Almost everyone
considers himself n. judge of fiddlers. In front of tbe pu\'i!ion, under n. large
shade tree sits a wooden barrel full of wat.er, with the name of the looal funeral
home printed on its side. On the south side are concess.ion stands operated b)'
the Festival's sponsoring organizat.ion, Beta Sigma Phi. Also on this aide is the
registration table, shaded b)' a tent with Waller 1'''uncrnl Home also printed on it.
Also on the same side, n bit. furt.her east, is a group of chairs in which the
contestants sit to await their chance at the prize money.
About scvcnl)'-fh'e )'arda to the east of tbis area is a row of trees that
follows the winding road through the park, odcr the shade of these trees
cars hu"e been parked, and around these cars groups of fiddlers and guitar
players gather for impromptu jam-sessions. About four of five fiddlers and a
couple of guitar players usuaUy make up one of these groups. Tbey agree upon
one Bong and pia)' it in its traditional key. Eacb takes his turn llDd plays
until be is finished with his version or until one of the others in the group takes
up the lead. When each has had his luru, they stol) alld chat a while before
beginning another song. This is not indigeneous to Crockett, bceause it happens
at aU fiddling eontests.l This gives the fiddler a chance to hear and size-up
his opponents nnd try to judge what kind of day he will have. This idea of
the If good day" is quite strong among the old-time fiddlers. There are so many
fiddlers of near equal skill that this plays a prominent part among the con-
testants in justifying t1Je ehoice of the winner.2
These informal sessioos also provide an opportunity to get in all the fiddle
playing desired. If the fiddler relied solely on his performance. that would
mean only about five minutes of playing time. But, perhaps the most important
funetion of the session is that it is a clmnee for the fiddler to meet and visit
with old friends. There is a strong spirit 01' camaraderie allloug I'iddle-n. A
large percentage of them know cach other. Since they share in n unique talent
and make some of the other contests, like those at Gilmer, Hurst, Athens, Pasa-
dena, or Yoakum, close relationship:il are usuall)' cemented. The following will
illustrate this truth:
Roy Garner, a perennial master of ceremonies of the Crookett Festival,
took a group of past champions to Hemisfair to perform. Every night
after their performance 11ley would gather at their motel and play until
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the early hours of the morning. When the group broke up Sunday night
Garner went back to Crockett, hut E. J. Hopkins and SOUle other fiddlers
gathered again at the moteL TheJ played until early Monua~' morning.
Hopkins then drove from San Antonio to Houston to start work that
same morning as a city policeman.3
It is also under these trees at Crockett that a picnic lunch is often taken
from the trunk of a car or off the tailgate of a pickup. This is also the place
where the observers and the participants partake of the beer that theoreticall.l'
is forbidden. Most people sit under the pavilion, but a large number of them
mill around over the grounds, There arc pCQple sitting under trees, people at the
concession stands, kids playing chase, and scattered about are occasional pallets
on which perspiring children and adults are lying.
These contests have not always been as they are in Crockett. In earlier
times in rural community gatherings among the events licheduled would be a
fiddlers contest if more tlJan one fiddler was present. Frequently, they were
quite informal and only concerned one community or one count;}',
The fiddlers would sometimes meet without other types of contestants to
find out who was" give up" as the best fiddler.4 If it was not a contest,
perhaps it was just a chance for fiddlers to get together or to play for a box
supper or ice cream social. In Crockett, there had been ., get-togethers" of
fiddlers at the north end of town or at the home of V. B. Tunstall some years
before the beginning of the fiddler's festivaI.S In Athens, Texas, a eontest
grew out of a farmer's study COurse in 1932.6
The date and location of the first formal contest is in doubt. Both Texas
fiddlers and those from the southeast claim that distinction. While no date
can be agreed upon, most people put it sometime around the turn of the century.7
One contest, the annual Atlanta, Georgia, Old Fiddler's Convention, presumably
began a8 early as the 1880 '8.8
By the 1920's, notices in newspapers began to app~ar.9 It was in 1925
that Stephen Vincent Benet published his // The Mountain Whippoorwill or
How Hillbilly Jim Won the Great ,Fiddler's Prize." Gid Tanner of the popular
"Skillet Liekers" appeared frequently at fiddlers conventions around the Atlanta,
Georgia, area from the early 1900's into the 1920's. Most of the contests were
local because of the difficulty of travel.
The guiding light for the Crockett Fiddlers Festival was V. B. Tunstall, Sr.,
known in the area as "Barker." Barker Tunstall was the eighteenth child of a
family of nineteen (his father married again after his first wife died and lived
to be ninety-nine). Tunstall, from an early age, had been interested in music.
He first studied music at the age of six under a certain Mr. Mayer, who opened
an opera house in Crockett. Even though Barker Tunstall received this formal
training and was quite fond of classical music, he also remained true to his
quasi-rural rearing and was very appreciative of the old fiddle tunes. He ended
up making his living quite close to music. When he was about twenty, he travelled
to Galveston, where he stUdied piano tuning. He travelled about over the coun·
tryside on horseback or on a bicycle tuning pianos. He was never a man to let
business interfere too strongly with one of his great loves, music. While he
went about his work, he carried his violin and when he got the chance he
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would have a "set-to" with one of his customers or with one of the families
along his way, playing the old fiddle flongs or perhaps a bit of more recent
music that often came in sheet musie form.1O
Tunstall was also the man ODe cOntacted on matters concerning musie in
the Houston County area.. Besides tuning pianos and doing some barbering, he
taught music (mainly strings) in several towns in the area, such as Corrigan and
Trinity. In a time when people were entertained by less sophistieated media
than today, Tunstall provided entertainment with the assistance of his ten chil·
dren. He divided them into two troops and travelled about the afea performing
variety shows for different groups. If someone needed musical entertainment for
a cotton festival or a fiddler for a fair or dance, he sought out Barker Tunstall
for the arrangementa.ll He also amused his friends with the construction of
musical instruments out of common tools and appliances like rakes and shovels
or xylophones out of water·filled jars.12
It was this musical man who was to lead in the establishment of an annual
event that has lasted more than thirty-two years, the World's Champion Fiddlers'
Festival. In fact, his name became so closelj' connected with the contest that
it was often referred to as "Barker Tunstall's Old Fiddler's Festival,' '13 and
after he died, succeeding eontests were dedicated in his memory.14
One day in 1937, Tunstall, along with Terry VanPelt, Raymond Cornelius,
W. E. Keeland, and Homer Galloway gathered in Cornelius's hotel. They be-
lieved that the old fiddling tunes of their fathers were in danger of becoming
extinct, so in a preservative mood they made preliminary plans for a fiddler's
festival to be held in Crockett. It was to be patterned after the one held in
Athens.15 However, the festival was to be more than simply a plan for preserva-
tion. It was to be a day of fun for those who listened as well as those who
played. The men formed committees which took care of the arrangements of
publicity, fund raising, and the securing of facilities. The committees' personnel
changed from time to time until they became defunet when the festival in the
late 1940 '13 was taken over by the Jaycees, '1'he committee had included such
people as Bob Greene, H. V. Trube, Eliza Bishop, Hattie Bell Milburn, and Roy
Garner.16
The publicity, such as there was, was handled by Tunstall. During the
course of his years in the music business he had come to know quite a number
of fiddlers in the area. In order to spread the word, he began writing the
fiddlers he knew, telling them of the new contest. As things progressed and
the operation of the contest changed hands, letters were still sent out and notices
appeared in local newspapers, but one rather clever device was added. Tunstall,
who was also an amateur poet, began to publish poems with fiddling and contest
themes in the local newspaper. For example:
Old Dan Tucker is coming to town
To swing thOse piny gals round and round,
The Arkansas traveler will be here too.
So will that sweet little Sioux City Sue
Little Annie Rooney and her rna and pa
Will be right here to dance Turkey in the Straw;
So tune up your fiddle and rodin your bow
And we'll all crack down on Cotton-Eyed Joe.
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I love my apples and I love my plums pul1d.in'
I love Ida Red aud I love Sally Goodin'
Another old tune I love to hear them saw
Is that old tune they call f (Turkey in the Straw."
Now be sure not to miss this wonderful treat,
'Cause ther's LUany old friends you would love to meet,
So gather up your iustruments and get them all in tUllE!;
And meet me at the fair park the 28th day of June.
(1946)17
Also:
It's time to get your fiddle Qut and rosin up that bow
That fiddlin' day will soon be here and we are rarin J to go
We'll tell J.'ou mOre about it as we plan and time draws near
For it's going to be the biggest in this grand old state this year.
For the merchants who cooperate have never let us down
And that's what keeps us rollin' as the years keep roIling 'round
While Congress and our leaders are doing lots of piddling
We'Il jUflt tune up our old gords and do a lot of fiddling.
The .T. C. boys will be right there to make this day one grand affair.
All set up aIHI ready to go when them boys start draggin' the bow
And when them fid(Jlers begin to play watch them dancers roek and sway
Here's that man that dOes the calling, listen to those babies squalling.
So don't forget the 8th of June and meet me at the park
You'l1 hear some good old fiddlin' all day long after dark
And all of ;)"ou who come each year I am sure you understand
We'll have the girls from Goree Farm and that prison band.
(1951)18
Perhaps the compositions were not exactly in the style of an Ezra Pound,
but the;}' did reflect something of the attitude and outlook of the local citizenry
toward the festival. For all its faults, Tunstall's poetry does a better job of
bringing out the flavor of a contest than did Stephen Vincent Benet in "The
Mountain Whippoorwill ...."
Other devices for publicity that were and are still being used are handbills,
street banners and, since Beta Sigma Phi took over the sponsorship of the
festival, television.
'1'he money for the prizes came from the donations made by local merchants.
At first, the prizes were meager, no doubt reflecting the hard times of the
thirties. The top prizes were $50 and $25 and the lesser prizes were various
types of "kind, J J like a box of cigars or a basket of groeeries.19 As times
became better, so did the prizes. Later, the "kind" was dropped and only
cash prizes were given, with the prize money reaching several hundreds of
dollars. '.rhere was an exception in 1957 when a fiddle was given as a prize.
At first, Mr. Tunstall also arranged for the judges who usually came from
surrounding towns.20 Tunstall's successor to obtain judges was a past champion
fiddler, Jesse Johnson, who had been taught fiddling by Tunstall.21 At the
present time, Johnson is still in charge of the selection of judges.
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In the early days of the fesli'"nl the fiddlers were judged on the tune, i.e.,
its difficult;r and the nltloner in which it was pln)'cd; harmony (the harmony
produced by double stopping or bowing two strings at once); and audience
reception. This applied to both the indh'idual fiddler and the band. It soon
became evident that this method led to tbe " crowd pleaser JJ "beating out"
the really fine fiddler merely on the basis of his audience appeal. So. in 1954,
this was c.hallged and for a number of years the contest was conducted on a
kind of double standard. There was olle sct of standards for the individual
fiddler and one set (the old sct) for the fiddle bands. Things continued in th.is
light until 1961 when the fiddle band contest was dropped.22
The new manner of judging 813rte<1 off by giving every fiddler twenty· five
points in four categorics, (tunc, timing, bowing, and fingering) for a total of
one hundred points. Prom this, the judges would begin to deduct points for
mistakes they observed. The bow must be held correetly and be properly tilted,
and the little finger must be kept folded in. If the little finger stieD out, it is
caUed /fletting the finger sailor fly." Notes must be made with the proper
fiuger und the bottom of tlte hand must be kept off the neck of the fiddle. The
tune must be played in its original key and be of some degree of difficulty, and
the tempo must be steady with no rushing or dragging of the beat.23 The three
judges sit in the audience with a score sheet and observe and listen to each
fiddler. They then taUy up his BC.orc.
The method of judging used in Crockett does have its critics. There has
been some pressure for them to adopt the rules set down by a rather interesting
organization called the "Federation of Old Time Fiddling Judges."24 Their
criteria for judging are authenticity, rhythm and timing, tonal quality, and
elarity.25 Notice that alt theBe criteria do not involve looking at the fiddle.
It is for this reason that frcqucntly contests whicll go by these rules have their
judges separated from the audience in compartments sealed ott from all sound
except that of the contestant. These judges identif;r the fiddler by number
only. This way, the.r feel there can be no chance for favoritism. The feeling
in Crockett is that there has to be some k.ind of barrier that separates the men
from the boys. It is for this reason there are sections on fingering and bowing
and the judgcs sit in the audience to observe the contestants.
There are some insurances against the failings of human nature. The
judges for the fiddler's festival go through a screening period of about three
)'ears. Their competence in playing the fiddle is determined; the opinion of
others as to his honesty is checked and his conduct at other contests is observed.
The individual is then put on n wniting list to await his chance at being a
judge.26 This is quite different from the days wben Barker Tunstall would
simply pick the judgcs for the contest from among his acquaintances.
The contcst is divided into three age categories: 75 years and up, 50 to 75,
and 50 and under (one year there was a 20 and under group). Each group
plays separately, with each fiddler playing two 80ngs, aided by one accom-
panist. The songs that are played must be traditional (a very elastic term)
and there must be no singing or trick fiddling, Le., playing the fiddle behind
the back or between the legs. A first, second, and third place winner for each
category is ehosen. There is then a play-off between these nine to determine
the winner of the festh'al. The winner of the festival then meets the previous
World'8 Champion to determine Ule World's Champion for that year. At this
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step, each play-off contestant must playa breakdown, a rag, a polka, a waltz,
and a tune of his choice. The World's Champion, besides getting prize money,
has his name engraved on the large festival trophy, and he keeps a "traveling"
trophy until the next year when he returns to defend his title. Jf he wins three
times in a row, he keeps the traveling trophy and is retired from competition.Z7
In 1948 when the J-aycees took over the contest from the committee the title
World's Champion Fiddler's Festival was recorded with the Texas Se(',retary of
State in Austin and with a fiddlers' association in Tcnncssee.2S Then in the
early fifties an attempt was made on the part of a contest also located in 'feUl1e5-
sce to use the title, Warld Ig Champion. Court procedures were begun and at-
torneys for the Crockett Jaycees presented Crockett's case and won. The result
was that in effect a copyright on the title was gained.29
At the beginning the contest was held on the cast side of the courthouse
which occupied the town square. The program began about 10; 00 a.m. At this
time the stage was left open to anyone who wished to perform. At noon the
fiddlers were given a barbecue dinner i.n the space behind the local hoteUl1)
In those days emphasis was plaeed principally on the fiddle band (a fiddle, one
or two guitars, a bass fiddle, etc.) rather than on the individual fiddler. Prizes
for both the best band and the best fiUl1ler were given, However, the emphasis
on the band shifted toward the individual fiddler until 1961 when the band was
dropped. In the evening after the winner had been selected the east end of the
square was roped off and a dance followed.31 The music was provided either by
the fiddlers themselves or by some group hired for the occasion.
After World War II the festival was moved to the city park, much to the
delight of the local businessmen who found that it had caused a hopeless traffic
snarl. The festival was held on the west side of the park with the fiddlers
performing on a raised open platform. The platform still stands but is not
used because as the festival began to grow it became necessary to build a new
pavilion. This was built in 1955 and is still in use.s:!
After that first early experiment there has always been a musical group
frOm the state prison system to provide entertainment in the morning or between
divisions ilf fiddlers.sa Two of the most popular of these groups have been the
"Goree Girls" from the Goree Farm and the Eastham Farm Prison Swingsters.
It is not really clear whether it is their talent or the fact that they are prisoners
that aecounts for their popularity. One of the greatest successes of the day in
1968 was when one of the singers from the prison sang a plaintif country and
western ballad entitled "Please Release Me." Like the prison rodeos, the invita·
tions to the singers carries a mssage that they are not forgotten and the main-
tenanee of a sense of humor is a healthy sign.
The "outside" entertainment, however, has included something mOTe than
what the prison system was able to provide. Most of the time the committee
or whoever happens to be the sponsor manages to book the appearance of some
well known "country and western" artists or group to play for the dance after
the contest and to provide entertainment during the day. This type of music
has always been popular in the rural South and East Texas is no exception.
A great favorite was the Lightcrust Doughboys who provided the music for
"Pappy Pass the Biscuits" W. Lee O'Daniel during his campaign for governor
of Texas. Houston County was carried handily by O'Daniel, which perhaps
goes a long way in explaining the Light Crust Doughboys' popularity)14 The
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story is that these men had been employees of a flour mill and enjoyed playing
together during their time off 80 much that they made their hobby their work.ss
O'Daniel was a flour salesman and when he campaigned his children passed
small flour barrels through the crowd into which the crowd was asked to drop
eoins or bills to help finance the campaign.
The more popular the II outside" group, of course, the more attendance
here is at the danee. A good example is the crowd that attended in 1954 when
Bob Wills and the 'l'exas Playboys were the featured attraction. Wills is perhaps
the best known as a pioneer of "Western Swing" and in the 1940's had great
success with his recording of "San Antonio Rose." To the average urbanized
American this means nothing or at best it is a cue to smile or laugh knowingly
but to "country and western" fans, which includes a big slice of East Texas
citizenry, it is serious business and Bob Wills and performers like him are
"somebody."36 This particular evening he enjoyed the distinction of having
the greatest attendance at a festival dance. This is very important to the
contest. The proceeds from the dance go to help defray the costs of the festival
and while the day is devoted to the fiddler, the dance is pushed for this reason.37
There have been other attractions at the festival beside the fiddle players
t.hemselves and recording artists. For a few years, (1952 and 1955) the cowboy
film star, "Montana {Monte' Hale," made his appearance to dutifully sign
autographs, give shooting demonstrations, and be a judge (1952).58 For a
number of years square dancing and square dance calling contests were held.
There have also been visits by the Alabama-Conshatta Indians. They enter·
tained the crowds with their daneing and by just generally being Indians. In
1951, t.here was one special occasion for the Indians and Robert John Baldwin,
the grandson of one of the founders of the fiddling cont.est, Terry VanPelt.
On this occasion the young boy of two years was {, adopted" into the Indian
tribe}39 He was ehosen for this honor because he was a direct descendent of
Sam Houston and the Alabama-Coushattas wished to pay tribute to a man they
had respected for his honest dealings with them. The lad was given the name
of "Yellow Pine" and was admonished by the ehief's son, Haskell Sylestine,
to "be as the pine tree, friend to both rich and poor through the years.' '40
There were also other attractions. In the late 1940 '8 and early 1950 's a
beauty contest was conducted under the direction of Miss Eliza Bishop, who
for many years had acted as secretary to the festival's organizational committee.
Girls from Crockett and the surrounding communities between the ages of six-
teen and twenty vied for the honor of being queen of the festival.41 During the
Davy Crockett craze of the 1950 'a, a contest fOr boys under thirteen years
was sponsored by the White Cross Surgical Dressing Company in conjunction with
the introduction of their new "Davy Crockett First Aid Kit." The winner
received fifty dollars and a trip to Ft. Worth to view the movie DOIVY Crockett
with ita star, Fess Parker.42 In 1961 and 1962, there were fly-ins to the Honston
County Airport. A ~omplimentary breakfast and transportation to the contest
was provided t.o the participants by the Crockett. COmmunity Council.43 If
someone were to declare the festival silly and provincial, the people of Houston
County eould care less. It is their festival and they win schedule and provide
the things that lie within their resources and their tastes. They are not aeeount-
able to anyone else for their taste. The music they gather to listen to repre-
senta for many a pleasant relief from the sounds of the mass man and his mass
culture. For some, it is a symbol of rebellion against the age, a symbol of
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individualism. It is Jlot the rootless and anarchic individualism so much in
vogue, for it has not divOt'ced itself from its past. It stands proud with a
firm foundation in tradition. But for others the music is simply a part of life.
'J'hey are the differences between "being" and I' observing."
Manifestations of an "R2rarian myth' J' Maybe. But even if it is,· there
is a l',ertain amount of value and truth to :'lome myths, and what ever its qual-
ities it is (',ertainly OIle that is believed by a great number of people. For proof
all one has to do is tune to a country and western radio station and count
the songs which for all practical purposes Ring the praises of a return to a
simpler life with trauitional values. 'J'he modern fiddle contest has its message.
In itt! way it also sings the praises of another waJ' of life.
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History As High Adventure. By Walter P. Webb. Edited and introduction
by E. C. Barksdale. Austin (Pemberton Press), 1969. Pp. xvii, 206, index.
$6.95.
The late Walter Preseott Webb was the most distinguished historian this
state has produced. A native of Mississippi, Webb grew up in West Texas and
spent his entire professional career teaching and writing at the Univenlity of
Texas in Austin. His The Great Plains published in 1931 was hailed as a
classic study of the relationship between environmental factors and the historical
evolution of a geographic region. His The Great Frontier published in 1952
brought him international acclaim. In 1958 he was chosen president of the
American Historical Association, the only person ever so elected while teaching
in a Southern institution.
In this series of essays, most of them presented as speeches to historical and
educational societies and previously unpublished, Webb expresses his viewpoint on
a variety of subjects. Included are his famous address to the American Historical
Association entitled /I History as High Adventure," in which Webb summarized
his own highly unorthodox academic career. Although this address was pub-
lished in the Amerivan Historical Review, its inclusion here will be welcomed
by readers who do not receive the .Review. 'rhe same may be said of his presi-
dential address to the Mississippi Valley Hliltorical Assoeiation entitled "'rhe
Historical Seminar: Its Outer Shell and Inner Spirit." Its inclusion here will
reach some readers who did not take the Journal of that association.
Several of the included articles summarize V;Tebb's views on writing. Much
of his success and recognition resulted from his careful attention to writing as
a literary art. He often boasted that he wrote for people, not scholars. The
sale of his books and articles illustrate how well he succeeded in this art. His
essay "'1'he Art of Historical Writing" would serve well as primer to any
scholar interested in history as a literary art.
Although he was most successful as a writer, Vilebb was vitally concerned
with the teaching of history. He regretted that greater rewards were not given
to outstanding teachers of history and admonished professional historians on
the university level for their failure to WOrk more closely with public school
teachers. As he points out in essays in this volume, he was instrumental in
narrowing this gap betweell Texas university and public school teachers in the
late 1950 'so If living today hc would undobutedl;y be disappointed that more
had not been accomplished in this area.
Thc Jenkins Garrett Foundation which made this volume possible is to be
commended. The volume is attractively designed, clearly printed, and carefully
indexed. Ilis close friend, E. C. BarkRdale of the University of Texas at
Arlington, contributed the intrOductory essay. The volume is a good companion
to AN HONEST PREFACE, another collection of Webb essay,<t published scvcral
;years earlier. While several essnJs are included in both, the two volumes are
bJ no means the same. Rather they complement one another.
Ralph A. Wooster
Lamar State College
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Polignac's Texas Brigade. By Alwyn Barr.
Historical Association). 1964. iv. + 72 pp.
Index. $3.00.
Houston (Texas Gulf Coast
Maps. Pictures. Bibliography.
On a pleasant spring day in 1964 this reviewer drove, with his colleague
Dr. C. K. Chamberlain, to Center, Texas, for a rendezvous with people who had
come from literally everywhet'c to observe the centennial re~ognition of the Battle
of Mansfield. Mansfield, of course, is in Louisiana but the Texas faction, at
least, wished to concentrate for a ceremony at Center before invading Louisiana
via an automobile cortege in the afternoon.
On the battleground park itself, after a parade into Mansfield, a large
crowd assembled to hear dignitariell and politicians from Louisiana and Texas
expound on topics related, and unrelated, to the subject at hand - that is,
honor to the men confronting each other on the ground one-hundred years before.
After much demagoguery, there at last arose the man who saved the day for
many of us. the charming Prince de Polignac, son of the European Count whose
adventures with Texas troops in the Civil War gives title to Mr. Barr's fine
monograph. The present prince of the small st.ate on the Riviera, explained that
it was possible for a son to be present at the centennial observance because his
father II hau his family" late in life. He could recall sitting as a little boy in
his elderly father's lap listening wide-c:;red to tales of charges by wild Texans in
some faraway forest in Louisiana. II My boy. follow your Polignac!" was his
father's battle cry. What a contrast - rural provincial Texans and the exotic
soldier brought together by fortune under a rebel banner in the dense forests of
Louisiana! '1'he Texas boys, giving up hope of pronouncing their new leader's
name, called him in broad gooo humor "General Polecat."
The brigade under review herein c.onsisted of the 22nd Texas Cavalry, the
31st Texas Cavalry, and the 34th Texas Cavalry, units which originated in north
Texas counties in 1862. These regiments saw service in Arkansas, Missouri.
Indian Territory, and Louisiana, 1862 to 1865.
The author was inspired to write a histoQ' of this colorful brigade when he
encountered in the University of Texas library a series of letter between James
E. Harrison and William Pitt Ballinger. The Ballinger letters unlocked the
story of Polignac's Brigade, a story somewhat dimmed. by the pasBage of time.
Mr. Barr's narrative rescues the brigade most competently. As Barr puts
it in his preface:
This then is not the story of another all-victorious command of superb
fighting men or of another band of heroes <lefeated by fantaatie odds.
Fewer of these commands exist in actual combat than are found in the
pages of history books_ This is an account of the widely varied experi-
ences of some men, Texans, in the army of the Confederate States of
America.
James L. Nichols
Stephen F. Austin State University
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Place Names of Northeast Texas. By Fred Tarpley. Commerce (East Texas
State University. 1969. Illustrations, index, appendices. xxi + pp. 245.
$2.50.
Mr. Fred Tarpley's Place lora-mes of Northeast Texas lists the ongms of
almost 2,700 names of cities, towns, unincorporated hamlets, and geographical
features in twenty-six connties in the northea.stern corner of Texas. It is the
first volume of a projected scries that when completed will enCOmpass the
toponyUl~' of all of Texas and will place historians, geneologists, and the general
public very much in the debt of Mr. Tarpley and his assistants who have already
visited countless places and conducted innumerable intervieWR to trace the ahvays
interesting and often surprising (how many people think Harrison County was
named fOT a president') origins of place names.
Place names aTe fascinating in their o,vn Tight, and anyone familiar with
the counties in this volume will enjoy b'rowsing through it, but perhaps it will
be most appreciated by readers interested in the expansion of the American
frontier. Memories of the first inhabitants of this area are preserved by several
names of Indian oTigin; the transferral of cultural institutions from the East
is revealed by the several towns named for pioneerR' homes on the other side
of the Mississippi; and the preservation of cultural ties to European civilization
and the maintenance of religious values even under the stress of settling in an
uncivilized area is indie,ated b~,. such names as Paris, Elysian Fields, Macedonia,
Bethlehem, Gethscmene, and St. Mark. 'rhe paramount importance of railroads
in the late nineteenth century when northeast Texas was growing toward maturity
is clearly shown by the several communities named for railroad executives or
their relatives. The more recent oil fields have also marked the map, altlll)ugh
not as thoroughly as the railroads did; for, as one would expect, the nineteenth
centur;}' had more opportunities to label the map than this eentury has had.
Since over a third of the names listed are derived from individuals, geneolo-
gists and students of migration patterns will have occasion to utilize this book.
One ver;y scrious omission, which it is hoped 1'1:1'. TaTpley will remedy in
the volumes to come, is the failure to indicate for each entry the date on which
its name was assigned or the earliest year in which the name is known to have
been used. Since dates are provided for some of the names, perhaps 10 per
ccnt of them (such ::IR PlllaRkia, Francis, and Garden City), it is puzzling that
this information is not provided for all the names. The listing of, for instance,
"Red River Arsenal J J without indicating ,,,hether the name dates from the
Korean War or Worlc1 War II or earlier, is bound to cause frustration for
readers. Newspaper files, land records, and county archives should provide the
nec,essary dates. Future volumes might be fnTther improved if the name of
each community were followed by a symbol indicating approximate population.
The index facilitat.es finding names, awl t,he appendices catalog the place
names according to derivation. The hook is enhanced hy thirty-eight well-chosen
black and white illustrations. The counties covered are: Bowie, Ca!l?-Il:, Cass,
Collin, Dallas, Delta, Ellis, Fannin, Franklin, Grayson, ~~ggi·,Ea:riison;·Hopkins,
Hunt, Kaufman, Lamar, Marioll, Morris, Rains, Red '"River, Rockwall, Smith,
'fitus, Upshur, Van Zandt, Wood.
Joseph A. Devine, Jr.
Stephen F. Austin State University
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Essays on Recent Southern Politics. By Eo C. Barksdale, George Norris Green,
and T. narty Williams. Introduction by John B. Connall;!'_ Edited by
Harold M. Hollingsworth. Austin and London, (University of Texas Pres::!),
1970. Pp. 115. $4.00.
This volume of three essays on facets of contemporary southern politics
represents the fourth annual Walter Prescott Webb Memorial Lectures which
were held in Texas Hall of the University of Texas at Arlington on April 10,
1969. Obviously, as editor Hollingsworth says, "W, P. Webb is not dead. His
personalit;y motivates friends who knew and loved him; his ideas live in books
and articles; and his spirit of critical inquiry is manifest in these essays."
(p. 8)
In his j' The Po\,,'cr Structure and Southern Gubernatorial Conservatism,"
Professor E. C. Barksdale, head of the Department of History at the University
of Texas at Arlington, finds that much of the substantial leadership of the
South has cast its vote fOr the more progressive candidates, even though the
grass-roots conservatives have often won in recent years. He seems to detect a
ray of hope for the future in this factor. However, Barksuale concludes the
"moderate and enlightened power structure" must be heard from even more
emphatically in the future if the South would discard forever the ima~e of
being led by "corn pone Claghom." (p 52)
George Norris Green, also of ArlinKton, traces the rise of right-wing extrem-
ism in textbook censorship in Texas in the early 1960's. All to the good, of
course, but in the present atmosphere of ultra excitement on the New Left, one
suspects that we should widen our peripheral vision in that direction also.
The third essay is a sympathetic account of II Huey Long and the Politics
of Realism" by Long's distinguished biographer, Professor T. Harry Williams
of Louisiana State University. Professor Williams finds the colorful Long to
have been neither demagogue nor dictator, nor boss; he was, rather, a (( mass
leader. J' Long had a genuine concern for the poor and for the sodal problems
of his time. He understood his power, enjoyed it, and waxed full of great
ambition for the future.
As another of Webb's students and friends, the present reviewer is confident
the Professor would have been pleaseu with the work herein. He wanted his
New South history to be replete with optimism and pragmatic concern for the
present and future - I know, he told me so himself.
James L. Nichols
Stephen F. Austin State University
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From Blinky to Blue-John: .A. Word Atlas of Northeast Texas. By Fred Tarpley.
Wolfe City, Texas, (The University Press), 1970, xii + 338 pp. Illustra-
tions, maps, tables, index. $8.95.
Linguistic patterns that result from changes and evolutions in language
occurring from onc generation to the next, and from region to region reveal
much about an area's economy, ethnic origins, and mode of thought. The best
way to study linguistic patterns is to concentrate on the spoken word rather than
the written language of books or periodicals because these tend to follow formal
standards not always used in everyday speech. For this reason Fred Tarpley has
gathered his information about wonl patterns in twenty-six eounties of North-
eastern Texas from person-to-person interviews with 200 residents of that section.
The 200 informants were not selected at random; instead, Tarpley sought those
who had never established permanent residency outside the area and who were
over sixty-five. In this way he avoided or at least reduced foreign speech influ-
ences from other locales, radio, and television. However, a few middle-aged
and youthful persons were included in the survey to provide a standard of
comparison.
The book contains a clear explanation of the method by which the informa-
tion was gathered and classified, there is a brief outline of the history of the
region, the conclusions resulting from the study are well summarized in the last
chapter, but the bulk of the book - 254 of its 350 pages - is devoted to word
atlases and tables for each of 127 questions answered by the informants. Each
informant was asked what word he used for 127 different items or situations,
such as the name for milk at the point of going sour. (Some readers will have
guessed that the book's title comes from this particular question.) The responses
were charted on 127 maps of the twenty-six counties by means of ten symbols
denoting the popularity of the various responses. By examining the symbols
the reader can visualize vocabulary variations within the region. In the ease of
some lexical expressions, definite geographic boundaries, called {j isoglosses, 1 J
mark off one choice of words from another. Each of the maps for the 127
questions is accompanIed by a table indicating vocabulary preferences by age,
sex, and amount of formal education. The tables do not distinguish the respon-
dents by race because only three of the informants were Negroes. It should
be noted that the absence of a more representative number of Negroes -
twenty per-cent of this area are Negro - means this study does not tell us
whether or not there are any linguistic differences between Whites and Negroes
in this area.
The author has produced a piece of intense, scholarly research that will be
most appealing to the linguistic specialist, but the general reader will enjoy
browsing in it. '£he twenty-six counties covered arc: Bowie, Camp, Cass, Collin,
Dallas, Delta, Ellis, Fannin, Franklin, Grayson, Gregg, Harrison, Hopkins, Hunt,
Kaufman, Lamar, Marion, Morris, Rains, Red River, Rockwall, Smith, Titus,
Upshur, Van Zandt, and Wood.
Joseph A. Devine, Jr.
Stephen F. Austin State University
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Hu,ey Long.
884 pp.
By '1'. Harry Williams.
$12.50.
New York (Alfred A. Knopf), 1969.
Eminently successful politician, t.arget for impeachment trial, anti removal
from the Louisiana Governorship. potential presidential canuiuate, lIney Pierce
Long during hi~ whirlwind eareer so projected himself ont.o the national scene
as to merit a fuller, more complete, and a more accurately researched treatment
than had been given him up to this maguifieeut effort by the distill~uished his-
torian of the Louisiana State Universit~l faeulty.
T. Harry Williams, our author, has been on the LSD teaching staff for some
years now, thus having had ample time, which he combined with n, determined
indination to do the intensive research that enabled him to produce what seems
to be the only definitive (complete, that is) biography of Huey Pierce Long to
date. Surely such u biography was long overdue because Long was indeed one
of the most cO]01'ful figures ever spawned by the American political milieu.
Demagogue or not, rauical of the right or left, whatever he was, Long assur-
edly wa,s brash and boisterous, and, withal, most successful. Nonetheless, even
Williams has not managed to pinpoint the origin or beginnings, nor yet the
reasons, for Long's radicalism, if that it truly be. This certainly leads one to
observe that, as is so often the case, a book's weaknesses are due, usually, to
the sources from which its information is drawn. In many instances Williams
has depended upon badly biased, questionable, awl sometimes totally unreliable
sourecs for his data, diffieult thoug-h it might have been to obtain, An instance
of just how confusing information - even from diverse sources - may become
is reflected in ¥lilliams' description of the so called 'lmurdcr plot l1 at New
Orleans' DeSoto Hotel. As a one-time resident of Louisiana (during the Long
era), and as a partieipant in the DeSoto fiasco, the writer knows first hand
that there were then and later numerous stories about the versions of what
actually oecurred. As one who waS prescnt, wc doubt very much the veracity
and dependability of ~fr. Williams' liuurces, for we question whether he has
written the whole or the right story at all. However, this is but one of countless
incidents in a full and most interesting life. Suffice it to say just here that
Williams seems to pla(',e far more credence in Long's version of the affair than
authenticated information would seem to justify.
It is true that before Long's appearance on the Louisiana political stage,
those who have been termed "conservatives" - certainlY New Orleans' Old
Regulars - had been guilty of using the spoils systems with a vengance. But
their conduet in this respect was mild when compared with Long's "program."
Whatever benefits accrued to Louisiana a result of Long's doings - in the
eyes of many impartial observers - were far too costly. Maybe Mr. Williams
accords less validity to the old cliche that says, "two wrongs do not make a
right}' than we do.
Even though the book does have its shortcomings, this ought not to beggar
the fact that it is a biography of immense magnitude. It might even be called
a detailed study that is at once laudable, scholarly, and worthy of our trust,
I rather like Williams' propensity for delineating Long's fauIta and foiblel5,
instead of becoming so enamored with his subject as to play up the "good l1
and soft pedal the "bad". This is all too often the case with contemporary
biographers. The life and death of Huey Long furnish plenty of provocative
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material and Williams has been successful in con.....erting it into interesting,
informative reading. A' (Kingfish" in Louisiana - often called a down
nationally - Long was also an astute public figure, whose unique approach to
polities had already earned for him a national reputation, ere an assassin's
bullet slew him in the marbled halls of his ornate state capitol in Baton Rouge.
All this and more comes to life in a well-written, painstakingly prepared,
thoroughl;)' readable biography which we are happ:r to recommend to all who are
interested in U. S. history in general, and the "juicy I I Louisiana variety in
particular.
Finall)", I would add that T. Harry Williams is deserving of our praise and
gratitude for a "job well done." His most excellent biography is far and
awa,y the best ever written on the stormy life and depression-ridden times of
lIney Pierce Long. We liked the volume, and you will, too.
Edwin W. Riee
Instructor, Government-History
Tarrant County Junior College
Fort Worth, Texas 76119
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Everyman's Eden; A History of Cali/ot'nia.
(The Macmillan Company), ]968. 624 pp.
ll;r Ralph .J. Roske.
$12.50.
New York
Looking at California, it is haru to believe that it was ever anything hut
concrete, steel an(L wall-ta-wall people. I{oskc's Everyman's Eden dispels
any sueh myth. E'verY1nan.' s Eden is a colorful history of our most populous
state. The dust,.}, auventnrers of Spain who first Ret foot 011 California lose their
musty historical odor and take on a realisti(', quality that is so laeking in man:r
state histories. Roske traClJS the arrival of temporal missionaries and the estab-
lishment of ehurchcs aUll church-related schools, ranches and governments. Roske
discusses tho arrival of military governors 'who hecome overly ambitious and
greedy; they bee:ime the actors in the dark a~es of California. In the late
eighteenth century Russian, British, French and American explorers and traders
came to California both by sea and b~y land seeking the '\vealth of' timber and
tradeable fruits aIllI grain. The tales of the visits flpread through the infant
America and many of t.he "Manifest DestiuJ'" people saw an area ripe to pick
from the ailing Spanish. The new Mexican government seut various govern-
ments, each one ontdoing itself in jealonsy and repression. The arrival of
Americans and their desire to link C:Jlifornia to the United States hronght to
an end the Mexie,an era.
These ehapterH, like those on the booming gold rush, statehood, t.he Civil
War, society, and the boom times after World Wars I and II, are well researched
and contain a liveliness that is needed to read this work. At times the book
bogs down and the story becomes difficult to follow_ 'The lack of footnot.es
leaves much unexplained as to the validitx of many of the stories. A mu{',h
shorter and more concise book could have said t.he same thing. It does, how-
ever, redeem itself because it is a definitive work deserving the attention of any
historian on California.
Kent M. Herrick
Xacogdoches, Texas
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Black Resistanoe Before the Civil War. By William
California (Glencoe P~ess), 1970. 161 pp.
F. Cheek. Beverly Hills,
As the study of and interest in black history develops, important contribu-
tions will be made not only to black histar;r but also to the history of white
America. William F. Check's new book, Black Resistance Before the Civil War,
studies a subject which for the most part has been largely ignored, speCifically,
resistance by Negroes, both free and slave, to slavery prior to the Civil War.
The book is elearly not intended to be a definitive study of black resistance,
for it is too short to cover all the material concerning what is evidently an
extensive resistance. However, in spite of itp, length-, it is a fascinating study
that leads the reader into further investigaion.
The book is divided into two unequal parts, an introductory essay and a
collection of primary source material. The primary Bouree material deals with
such subjects as the Afriean Slave Trade, the Afro-American Culture, Day-to-
day resistance in the Slave South, slave insurrections in both the North and the
South and the culmination of northern black resistanee. The sources are pre-
ceded by a brief explanation describing their authors and the circumstan~es sur-
rounding the writing of the quoted material.
'rhe introductory essay is the most valuable and in some ways the most intel'-
csting aspect of the book. The essay is divided into three major subjects, the
condition of slavery; the runaways, resisters, and revolutionaries; and resistance
in the North. One of the most interesting parts of the introductory essay is the
cliscussion of the day-to-day resistance of tho slaves. The day-to-day l'esistance
to slavery involved not only rUfining away. but for those who could not escape,
more subtle forms of resistance. Stupidity, incompetence and slowness were
part of the slave's attempt to retaliate against his master. Feigned illness
earned lighter work loads for the slaves. The most desperate slaves turned to
acts of self-violence, petty thievery, arson and even murder. The fear of open
insurrection kept the slaveowners unified in their desire to retain control of the
slaves. Professor Cheek points out that in black history, as in all history, true
revolutionaries are rare but that resistance is rather a matter of the spirit, a
daily fight against an intolerable condition.
Janet Jelen
Nacogdoches, Texas
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Captai'n.s Without Eyes: Intelligence FaHures of World War II. By Lyman B.
Kirkpatrick, .Jr. New York (The Maemillan Company), 1969. 303 pp. $6.95.
Captains Without Eyes 1s the proiluet of original and secondary source
material written by a forlller intelligence officer, As an amateur historian, he
has attempted to capture some of the "fafwination" of the intelligence service.
Kirkpatrick has not, however, written about the successes but rather, the utter
failures. The title denotes that the commanders in V{orld War II, the Captains,
were without e;yes; t.hat is, they were without correct intelligence information.
Kirkpatrick chose five cases which he felt epitomized negligenoe and misevalu-
ation 011 the pal't of the gathering and analyzing intelligence agencies. He found
that the ill\'asion of Rus~ia, Dieppe, Pearl Harbor, Arn.hem and 'rhe Bulge were
the most obvious examples.
Kirkpatrick found that the disaster at Pearl Harbor was directly attribut-
able to faulty (',oImllunicatioIl8, misevaluatiol1 of information, and negligence on
the part of high ranking wmmanuers, radar operators, and even the President
of the United States. Likewise, failures in the lntelligence agencies of both
Germany and Russia were responsible in part for the disasters which befell
both sides of that conflict_ At Dieppe the British underestimated the strength
of the opposing German iorees. The Americans at The Bulge believed wrongly
that the Germans were incapable of threatening serious offensive action in the
Ardennes. The blood bath of Arnhem was the responsibility of the Allied High
Command when they parachuted their troops into two panzer divisions. These
five cases, thus represent hundreds of smaller examples where both sides, some-
times repeatedly warned of trouble, launched attacks upon the readied enemy
or were unprepared fOr surprise attack.
As a hhltorlan of mistakes Kirkpatrick has put together a remarkable, but
not startlingly revealing, book. Most of the information is available in other
sources. The approach, though, is new, Kirkpatrick has taken a neutral stance
between the historians of unobjective glory, laying blame, denunciation and
praise on friend and foe alike. Revelations, historical theories and high intel-
lectual thought are wasted on the averago reader and Kirkpatrick has written
this fresh approach for the interested military reader whatever his level of
education. However, this outI.oak does not toss historical thoroughness out. The
book is well-documented with unpublished materials and with an ample bibli-
ography. Even with this, he has written an exciting, almost f faction-packed"
book. It is a brilliant analysis of the mistakes of war by Captains Without
Eyes.
Kent M. Herrick
Stephen F. Austin State University
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Banker and Upshur County Historical Survey Committee Chairman D. T.
I.Joyd writes a weekly column for the Gilrner Mirror on Upshur County History
and East 'fexas folklore. Recent articles describe Making Home-made Country
Sausage; Old F'ashion Ironing; and Indian Rock.
In his article on Indian Bock, Loyd wrote that:
About five miles east of Gilmer is a huge rock about twenty feet wide
and thirty feet long. It is not a natural rock for this area, because
there are nOlle other like it in the county. Archeologists and some
historians say it is a huge meteorite which was thrown off some planet
in ancient times. This we do not know but we do know the Caddo
Indians used it [for grinding their grainl for probably thousands of
years.
Early settlers say that there surely must have been a [Indian]
village nearby as many Indian artifacts have been found in the vicinity
and that there were other evidences of Indian life around it.
There have always been rumors and stories of treasures that were
supposed to be buried around and under Indian Rock and many people
have dug holes under and around it. '1'here used to be a man who lived
in Gilmer who spent all his span~ time diXging there. Of course, nothing
has ever been found or ever will be, beeause these were poor Indians
who had no use for gold or silver and cared little for it.
According to Loyd, the rock ,vas at ODe time in one piece but treasure
hunters exploded dynamite under the rock and split in into several huge pieces.
On Sunday, April 26, 1970, a long time dream of Chairman Loyd came
into reality when Indian Rock County Park was dedicated in the presence of
some 150 persona.
County Chairman Loyd presided and Chief Fulton Battise of the Alabama-
Coushatta Reservation near Livingston spoke, sometimes in his native tongue, at
the dedication ceremony. To help with local color, Boy SMut Troop 314 was
in Indian regalia. Eagle Scout Joe Stembriuge wore the imposing Order of the
Arrow headdress. Chief Battisc said in English, ((I try my best to meet you.
They invited us to come to you./J Referring to the scout troop, he said, "I did
not know you already had Indians."
Chairman Loyd noted that since he had served on the committee to eroot
the 1936 marker, it had been his ambition to see the historic site made into a
park. II SO here it is _ it is yours, we hereby dedicate it," he told those
present. Loyd hopes that d02woods will be planted around the hillside along
with Cherokee roses. He thanked those who had aided with the project and
thanked particularly Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Gee who donated the land for the
park. The park is the only one like it in East Texas that is open to the public
without charge.
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In 1936 a granite marker had lieen placed b;y the rock which bears the
inscription:
An ancient Indian people, tribal name ullknown, located this rock suited
to their needs and (',au Bed it to serve them in preparing food. Without
tools hut with great patience awl skill they fashioned these stoneage
mortar in which to grind their corn. 'l'heir successors in the land, the
Texans of 1936, salute the industry and skill of tlwse original inhab-
itants.
The plaque from the cornerstone at the old Indian Rock school has been
erected within the charn link fence that sets off the rock. The building was
constructed in 19~4, ,vhen Matt Tillmon was president of the school board;
C. H. Floyd, secretary; J. W. Floyd, Prank Pj'Ie, Will Starr, :FloJ'd Brown, and
Robert Thornton were board members.
The San J RCinto Museum of History Association under the direction of
Dorothy W. Knepper !\ponsored what was known as a volunteer exhibit of the
romantic poems of Mirabeau B. Lamar, the president of the Repuhlie. of Texas.
The exhibit opened February 7 in the San Jacinto Museum of History at the
San J aeinto Monument and remained open through March 1.
A memo release from the San J Rcinto Museum of History states:
Statesman, patriot and soldier in the forefront of the battle of San
J aeinto, merchant, planter, journalist, oratOr and artist, Lamar's talents
and versatility included facility with his pen which resulted in a book
of Verse Memorials, published in 1857 by W. P. Fctridge and Company,
New York.
Lamar claimed no literary value for his poetry, stating in the
preface of his book that in presenting the volume to the public his
main desire was to manifest to his loved ones and friends, 'so long the
sunshine of his life, J that he held them in grateful remembrance. He
wrote that the verses themselves were very unpretending in their char-
acter, 'fragments of thought and feeling which might find acceptance,
not only with those for whom they were written, but also among con-
genial minds that are more interested in the feelings of the man than
in the genius of the poet. J
Philip Graham, in 1938, published a more complete collection of
Lamar's verses, and wrote that he remained the courtly poet of compli-
ment even on the Texas frontier, emphasizing the traditional element of
the Old South, and borrowing frequently from the Irish poet Thomas
Moore in his blend of sentiment and music, employing the rose, precious
gems, and the moon and the stars as symbols of woman's beauty, and
'like Moore, he allows youthful love to mellow into friendship, and beauty
into virtue.'
In 1851 Lamar, who was then 53 years old, courted his second
wife, the beautiful Henrietta Maffitt of Galveston, while both were
visiting a mutual friend in New Orleans. The 24-year-old beauty was
flattered and fascinated by the attentions of so distinguished a gentle-
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man as Lamar, and doubtless such poems as tho ODe dedicated to her
had much to do with winning her heart:
IN DEATHLESS BEAUTY
To Miss Henrietta Maffitt, Galveston
0, lady, if the stars so bright
Were diamond worlds bequeath'd to me,
I would resign them all this night,
To frame one weleome lay to them;
For thou art dearer to my heart,
Than all the gems of earth and sky;
And he who sings thee as thou art
:May boast a song that cannot die.
But how shall I the task essay'f-
Can I rejoin the tuneful throng,
Sinee Beauty has withdrawn its ray-
The only light that kindles song i
No, no-my harp in darkness bound,
Can never more my soul beguild;
Its spirit fled when woman frown'd,
Nor hopes for her re-turning smile.
Then blame me not-my skill is gone-
r have no worthy song to give;
But thou shalt be my favorite one,
To love and worship whilst I live;
Whate'er betides-where'er I roam,
Thine Angel image I will bear
Upon my heart, as on a stone,
In deathless beauty sculptur'd there.
Pictures and other mementos of Mirabcau and Henrietta .1
enhance the exllibit, as well as a collection of Victorian valentines
Victorian jewelry and accessories worn by other early Texans. lnclu<..
is an elegant and glamorous Chantill;y lace mantilla, almost two yard~
long, which belonded to Frances .Judith Trask, pioneer Texas educator.
In 1835, she opened the first boarding school for girls at Cole's Settle-
ment, later Independence.
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The San Jacinto Museum of History Association also tells how the San
Jacinto battleground was saved:
The average American is more conscious today than at any other time
in our histor;y of the importance of preserving and eherishing our her-
itage. Proof of this is in the 400,000 visitors who come to San Jacinto
every yeal". But the San Jacinto Battleground would not be a shrine
of Texas history today, were it not for the persistent efforts of a
small grOup of far above average women-the San Jacinto Chapter of
the Daughters of the Republic of Texas, who wero organized in Houston
eighty ;years ago, ·with an avowed purpose of 'purchasing the historic
San Jacinto Battleground, and erection of a monument thereon.'
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The site of the hattIe of San Jaeiuto is located on the Arthur
McCormiek league, which, after lR3fi, was ~lOlJ to various individuals,
und in HHJl the State owned only tlIe tell aereR surrounding the graves.
For forty-five ,y<>IIl'H the San Jaeinto Chapter planned and "",,orked toward
making the entire bnttlcgroUlul a State park. 'l'he;r besieged ea(~h
kgi.!llature with petitioHll all(l even went to Austin and lobbied for
their hills. They raised mOlley b;r meam, of hazaars, exhibits, and boat
riues. They entertained legislative committees and once the cntire legis-
lature at the battleground, and best of all they fed them.
By 1897, ::trter Goveruor Charles Culberson and members of the
25th legislature had heen Ul'Ollght by boat to the battleground, $10,000
was appropr'wJed to pur('JlD.se the site of the immediate SC~lle of the
battle, and in the follo,ving years, t.hough confronted b;y many heart-
breaking dcla.Ys, the Rau J uc,into Chapter was instrumental in having
park areas uevelolJed, roads built, treeS protecteu, ann the field thor-
oughly marked.
The chief activity of the Chapter after 1900 was the erection of a
suitable memorial monument on the grounds to the nine Texans who
lost their lives in the battle. In 1901 the Chapter was made custodian
of a funu collected b;y the Texas Veteran Association for this purpose.
When the Veteran Association ceased to function bce.ause of the death
of most of its members, Governor F. R. Lubbock presented the Chapter
with the fund, then amounting to $1501.20. The Chapter voted that
30% of all money received by it should be deposited in this special fund.
When the state and federal governments erected the million and a
half dollar San Jaeinto Monument, the Chapter abandoned the idea of
a monument and spent the fund, grown to $5,000, for the erection of
a bronze armillary sun dial. '1'hi8 magnificent memorial, erected late
in 19B9, is on the main axis of the monument, about two hundred yards
west of the reflection pool.
The dreams of fifty years were realized!
On exhibit in the Sail J aeinto Muscum of History arc memorabilia
of the Daughters of the R.epublie of TexaA and of thcir long and
aruuous fight to save the battle2round. Photographs, programs, badges,
memorials to the legislature tell the story in detail. Also featured arc
the ephemera in the MuseuUl 'A collections pertaining to the Texas
Veteran Association, which helrl its first c_om'ention in IIouston on
:May 1:-1-15, 1873. The mf'mbership cOIlsisted of citizons, soldiers, and
seamen who lived or served in Texas between 1820 and 1845. The
Association dishan(led at Austin on April 19, 1907, ouring its 35th
annual convention. With its dissolution its work was taken over by the
Daughters of the Republic of Texas.
As is customary, the Polk County Historical Survey Committee was awarded
four top awarrls at the annual state meeting last fall. Among the awards won
was the coveted ~fillard C. Cope Memorial Award for the best county program
of work. The county chairman, Mrs. John J_ Hollenburger, morlestly says
awards are not won by a few but, "because of the gracious and liberal support
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of the county judge, the county commissioners, the PoZk Coun,ty Enterp-rise,
Radio Station KETX, ana the CQrrigan Times, also by the interest, Bupport, and
effort and money from IDany interested people," and the finandal support of a
number of civic organizations. In the "Historical Survey News" of October,
1969, Mrs. Hollenburger says some county committees get sustaining funds from
cities, counties, chamber of commerce and other sources but the generous support
given by Polk County people enables the Polk County Committee to manage
without wider Bupport.
The Polk County Museum has finally been able to move into its quarters in
the Murphy Memorial Library Building, and the museum is continuing to
receive valuable additions for its collection.
The San Jacinto Historical Survey Committee has begWl a quarterly news-
letter that is most interesting. The newsletter is edited by the County Survey
Chairman, Mrs. G. F. Hollis of Coldsprings. In volume one number two an
announcement was made of the one hundredth anniversary celebration of the
organization of San Jacinto County for July 4, 1970. A morning dedication
service for the Coldsprings Townsite Marker was held on the courthouse square.
Coldsprings was settled in 1850. The day long Homecoming Celebration was
held at the county fair grounds.
The San Jacinto COWlty Fair Board will stress the Centennial theme in
the fair which will be held in the fall.
Mrs. Ollie Edison is preparing the Centennial Yearbook and is collecting
old pictures. Copies of the pictures will be made and the original pictures
returned to the owners.
MrB. A. B. Warner has accepted the San Jacinto Museum Bub-chairmanship.
James Bruce, science teacher of Co1l1springs High School and some of bis
students have set up a display of Indian Artifac.ts in the museum. The artifaets
have been found in the Trinity River Reservoir area.
Mrs. Joe Love is county markers chairman. The most recent historical
marker for the count,}" marks the site of a Coushatta Indian village and burial
ground. The village is on Farm Road 233 about three and one-half miles east
of Shepherd. Mrs. Love has also received approval for a marker for the
Methodist Church in Shepherd.
Bowie Cuunty Hist.orical Survey Committee has had a busy year and has
dedicated four outstanding Texas State Historical Survey Committee Markers
during 1970. All dedications had TV coverage on KTAL. On .January 8, 1970,
in joint project with the Lone Star Chapter of the Daughtel's of the American
Revolution, Mrs. Zaeh Muores, Regent, an official grave marker was dedicated
at Rose Hill Cemetery in Texarkana by Representative Ed Howard, containing
the following wording:
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MARTHA ADAMS RUNNELS
(March 26, 1836 - JulJr 19, 1907)
A first Lady of Texas, wife
of H. W. Runnels, member of
Legislature 1857-59. During
these years she and husband
lived in the Governor's Mansion
where she was the official
hostess for her bachelor
brother-in-law, Governor Hardin
Richard Runnels.
Recorded-1969
Incise on base: Erected by Lone Star Chapter Daughters of the
American Revolution and Bowie County Historical Survey Committee.
On January 25, 19iO, a marker for the town of Hooks was dedicated at
Beverly Heights Church of Christ on Highway 82 west. This marker was a
joint project of four Hooks Clubs; Azalea and Iris Garden Clubs, J aycettcs,
Business and Professional Women's Club, and also the Bowie County Historical
Survey Committee. Mrs. Helen Brown, Garden Club Council president, was
coordinator for the Hooks clubs. Many descendants of y."Tanen Hooks were
present. Wording on this marker reads:
HOOKS
Established about 1848 as a supply
center for 5,000 acre plantation of
Warren Hooks; 184]-1860. Post Office
for area was Myrtle Springs, home of
Hooks' SOIl, Colonel Robert W. Hooks,
11th Cavalry, Confederate Army. post
Office placed here 1884 was named for
Warren Hooks.
Farming continued ulltil 1942 when
Hooks "boomed" suddenly. Population
soared from 400 to 3,000 with opening
of Lone Star and Red River Ordnance
Plants.
Economy is diversified, with cotton
and soybean production.
A religious town, Hooks has sixteen
churches.
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On April 10, 1970, Governor Preston Smith dedicated a building medallion
for "United States Post Office and Court House" on the state line in Tex-
arkana. ¥any dignitaries were present including Texas State Senator A. M.
Aikin of Paris. The program and tho marker were sponsored by the Bowie
County Historical Survey Committee and tho Texarkana Chamber of Commerce-
Tourist Committee.
PROGRAM
Presiding
Texas High School Band _
I {Star Spangled Banner";
Invocation _
Honorable Robert L. Dalby
County Judge, Bowie County
__ Mr. Bob Ingram, Director
"Texas Our Texas"
_ Dr. Leroy Hildreth
Pastor, First Baptist Church
Welcome .__._
________________ Mr. James C. Morriss, Jr.
President, Texarkana Chamber of Commerce
Ramps (Record, Appreciate, Mark, Preserve and Survey Texas History) ...
Introduction of Members, Bowie Count)- HSC Mrs. Arthur L. Jennings,
Ohmn., Bowie County HSC
History _ Honorable Wright Patman
Congressman 1st Congressional Dist. of Texas
Presentation of Honorable Preston Smith, Governor of Texas _
Honorable Ed Howard, Texas State Legislator
Dedication of Marker Governor Preston Smith
Unveiling of Marker . Mrs. H. L. Hoover
Chmn" Chamber of Commerce Tourist Committee
Presenting TSHSC Landmark Certificate by Governor Smith
General Service Building Manager-::\:I:r. Charles W. Hamilton
Postmaster-Mr. Arthur L. Jennings
u. s. .rudge, Eastern District of Texas, Texarkana Division-
Honorable .roe .r. Fisher
u. S. .rudge, Western District of Arkansas, Texarkana Division-
Honorable Paul K. Williams
'I America The Beautiful' J __._ Texas High School Band
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The building medallion rea us :
United States Post Office and Courthouse
CurrentI;)', onI;r Federal Office Building to straddle
State Line, Present Texas-Arkam;as State boundary
(establir:;hcd in 1841 lJy United States and Republic
of Texas) passes through eenter.
Each state had seperate Post Office prior to 1892
when first joint structure was huilt on site; it
'was razed in ] 930 and in 1933 the present structure
was completed. The base is of Texas Pink Granite
while walls arc of Limestone from Arkansas.
A State Mat.<',hing Pund Marker for ""ravell's Colonyn was demcated on
May 24, 1970, at Howard Johnson's Motel off Interstate 30 in Texarkana.
This dedication was of statewide interest tiS some memberfl of the Colony
afterwards migrated to other parts of Texas. Collin MeKinney, a signer of the
Texas Deelarutiou of Inuepcnuence, was one of the 625 residents of 'Vavell's
Colony. The private dining room at Howard Johnsons has been named the
f f v.,~avell Colon)' Room" ::Infl Bowie County Historical Surve;y Committee has a
"Registration Welcome' J stand for tourists with a map of all Texas colonies
evident. Stern Feiuhel'g dedicated the room to descendants of the eolony.
Howard Coghlan of Longview, Texas, member of the Texas State Historical
Survey Committee aud Texas Historical .F'oundation, acted as master of cere-
monies and dedicated t.he mark0.r. V{elcome was given by :Mayor D. W. Wisdom
of Texarkana, Texas, and Mayor J. X. Shoptaw of Texarkana, Arkansas, since
the Colon)' Boundary 'vas Red Hit'er and included present Miller County, Arkan-
sas. This was Lafayette County for many years and not the old disputed
Miller County.
The "'History of Wavell's Colony 182G-1832" given by Mrs. Arthur L.
Jennings in 1965 for J<Jast Texas Historical Association was reviewed by the
members of the Bowie Count.y Historical Survey Committee. Additional research
had been added by Mrs. Jennings, who is t.he current chairman of the Bowie
County Historical Survey Committ.ee. Part.s on the program follow:
W AVELl, COLONY HISTORY
References-Mrs. Arthur L. Jennings.
Conditions by Which Colony Project Is Admitted by Citizen Gen. Arthur Wavell--
Mrs. Lyles Burch
Wavell's Personal History-Henry Earl Fagan
Power of Attorney to Wavell from Stephen F. Austin and their
correspondence-Mrs. Kelley Varner
Wavell Colony Register-Mrs. H. W. McClure. St.
CQl.ony Boundaries-Mrs. R. Milton Davis
Ben Milam Letter to Wavell--Harold Rochelle
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Wavell A/tempts to Visit Colony-Mrs. Raymond T.lutz
1844 Attempt by Wa'l)ell to Get Title to His Land-Mrs. Claude Phillips
Colony Handicapped by Bonndary DUipute-1Irs. Hazel Ricks
Names on Both 1830 Wavel Registration and Lafayette County, Ark.
1830 Census-Mrs, B. A. V·lilson
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Wavell Received No Land, But Ma-rker Shows Appreoiat·i,on for Begistratwn And
Gives Wa'vell Recognition-Mr. Loyd Wilson
Bowie County Headright Owners on Registration-Judge Robert L. Dalby
Ireland Document by Gen. Wavell and Ben Milalll of 1828 in Effort to Finance
Colonization of Land Principally on the Banks of Red River in Mexican
Province of Texas-Arthur L. Jennings.
Texas State Historical Marker reads:
WAVELL'S COLONY
Projected in 1826 by General Arthur G. Wavell,
Scottish-born soldier of fortune. By terms of a
Mexican Grant, he agreed to introduce 400-500
families into an area on the Red River. Ben Milam,
frontiersman, was agent.
Many pioneers were actually brought in, but
because Mexico and the United States disputed
part of the grant, no titles were ever issued
b:r """avel!. Some settlers, however, later
received titles from the Republic. of Texas.
The COIOllJ' included virtuallJ' all of the present
Bowie, Red River Counties (Tex.), Miller
County (Ark.), and possibly others to the
west.
1969
PLAQUE
WavelZ Colony Room
Dedicated to the memol'y of a Pioneer Colony
located in this area, between the Hed and
Sulphur Rivers, in 1826. Projected by
General Arthur Goodall Wavell.
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The restoration of Fort 1'eran and the eren.tion of a state park around the
oItI fort is the current principal projed of the Tyler Connty Historical Survey
Committee. The title to the old fort has heen cleared, a fence has been moved,
the road leading to the old fort has been improved, and signs have been placed
along the road to the fort.
An early road in Texas connecten Nacogdoches and the Mission Nucstra
Senora de la Luz de Orcoquisac (Anahuac) at the mouth of the Trinity River.
The mission was established in 1756. The roali crossed the Nec,hes River at Fort
Teran and signs of the old road can stH! be seen and sections of the road are
parts of a modern highway.
The old Spanish road from liberty (Orcoquisa) to Nacogdoches
crossed the Neches River at this point in Tyler County,
near the site of Fort Teran.
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A week-end previous to the annual Dogwood Festival becomes Western Days
in Tyler County. Hundreds of horseback riders and pioneer vehiclefl partieipatc
in a Saturday afternoon parade followed by a pioneer dance.
The annual Dogwood Festival is held the first week in April when the
dogwoods are in bloom. Many visitors travel the dogwood trails that have
been selected by a trail committee. On Saturday afternoon a parade is held
followed by the coronatiOn of the queen and a pageant which depicts an era of
the history of the county.
The Tyler County Committee is surveying all eemetenes in the county and
making a list of the names and the dates on ea,eh monument. When the survey
is completed the material will be made into a booklet which will be a record of
every person buried in the county where a monument has been placed on the
grave.
Colored slides have been made of old homes and other old buildings in the
county. Many of the buildings arc over ODe hundred years old and the slides
are available for club progl'ams.
The Stephen Ji'. Austin State University Library has recently acquired the
Microeard edition of Early Amc-ricau 1m_prints, 1639-1800, Vi.-ith over 42,000
titles reprodul'.cd in full and corrected on the basis of the most recent bibliograph-
ical scholarship. This Mieroprint edition is of Charles Evans' American Bib-
liography with the complete text of every existent book, pamphlet and broadside
printed in the United States in the years 16R9 through 1800. The Microprint
edition does not include the serial source materials such as newspapers and
magazines.
The American BibUography is the most important list of early American
publications, and is indispensable in the large reference and special library.
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This list arranged chronologically lJy date of publication gives for each book
author's full name with dateR of birth and death, full title, place, date, publisher
or printer, paging, size, and, whenever possible, location of copies in American
libraries. The books themselves are rare and frequent!;}' unique copies, and they
generally are not available through interlibrary loan. This same rarity and
fragility often places them beyond the I"each of undergraduate research, with
the results that students as well as accomplished scholars find it difficult to work
in an otherwise rich field. Nothing eould have done more to implement wide-
spread research in this important and fascinating period of our history than the
publication of the major source in a utilitarian and relatively inexpensive form,
Scholars of the fields of history, education, theology, art, mathematics,
Americana, political science, literature, ethnology, music and debate now have
available in this Microprint edition the texts of the pamphlets, books and broad-
sides of the leaders from 1639 to 1800. Volumes 1-13 of American BibUogarphy
has three indexes: authors, classified subjects, printers and publishers. Volume
14 is a cumulative author-title index to the whole work. The Microprint edition
of the texts, as well as the American Bi..bliography, is now available for use at the
Paul L. Boynton Library at Stephen F. Austin State University.
George Nelson, in El Companario the June newsletter for the Texas Old
Missions and Fort Restoration .Association, tells the story of Fort luge which
was located in Uvalde County. Nelson is a native of Uvalde and grew up near
the old fort. Along with El Companario each member of TOM&RA will receive
a drawing of a mission or a fort as seen by Texas artists.
The 1970 annual meeting of the Association will be held in San Augustine,
with Architect Raiford Stripling as chairman.
The Illinois State Genealogical Society was organized in 1968 which was
the sesquicentennial year of statehood. The society publishes a quarterly in
April, July, October, and January. The Illinois Society was organized to co-
ordinate the activities of local societies, and to encourage the safekeeping of
geneological recorda.
Individuals, libraries, or societies may apply for membership by including
five dollars annual dues.
Books, magazines, pamphlets and manuscripts donated or purchased for the
society will be available for researchers in the Illinois State Historical Library
in Springfield.
The society's address is Box 2225, Springfield, Illinois 62705.
Groundbreaking for the Geraldine D. Humphreys Cultural Center in down-
town Liberty was held in September, 1969, Completion date was set for Sep-
tember, 1970. J. G. Dcrtrain, Jr., Chairman of the Board of the Humphreys
Foundation, turneu the first shovel of dirt. The site selected is a beautiful
wooded full city block in downtown Liberty. The Cultural Cent.er will house
a library, a historical museum, and a little theater and will cost $450,000.
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The Cultural Center is n gift to the city b:,' the late Mrs. Humphreys. Mrs.
Humphrers had an intense interest in the history of Liberty County. Some of
ber ancestors were the earliest settlers in Libert)· CountJ', o.nd wele active in
the Texas Revolution. Mrs. Humphreys also bad the Kaleta Burson Theatre
built. in Dallas as a memorial to ber daughter and Bon-in·law who were killed
in an airplane aeeident. The Dallas theater was designed by Frank Lloyd
Wright.
The County Committee is preparing to dedieate two historical markers, the
Trinity River Marker and the Probable Fint Meat Plant in. Texa' Marker.
The Committee also has the 1850 Census of Liberty County and the Ataseoaita
Census 01. 1826 lor sale. The proeeeds will be used for the museum.
As Mrs. Ellen Piekett. the Chairman of the Liberty County Survey Com-
mittee, Wl'ites Ata..corita is a name seldom heard in present-day Texas but the
town of Liberty is on the site of old Atascosito. The name was changed in 1831.
After Mexico won her independenee in 1821, and invited colonists into Texas,
hundreds came into the area. Since the area was 80 far from San Antonio
and much further from Saltillo and beeause Mexican administration moved
slowly, the Anglo-Americans formed a semi-formal governmental arrangement,
set their boundaries nnd took a census. A vote of the frontiersmen indicated
they wanted to be attached to Austin's Colony rather than to the Nacogdoches
District. The Ataseosita District was bounded on he west by Austin's Colony,
on the north by Nacogdoches, on the east by .an area along the Sabine River, and
on the soutb by the Gulf of Mexico.
The census has had an interesting history. It was first sent to Stephen F.
Austin who must have forwarded it to Mexico. The document was lost for
almost one bundred years and showed up in April, 1921, wben it was put on
sale by Bernard Qunriteh Ltd. in London, England.
It was purehased among nine items by the Manuseript DivUion of the
Library of Congress, where it remains today.
Mrs. Mary McMillan Osburn was instrumental in obtaining a photo-
static copy of the document for the State [Texasl Archives and edited
a brief history of Ataseosita and the census for the Texana Quarterly,
where it was published for the first time in 1963. The reprint being
sold by the Liberty County Committee contains Mrs. Osburn's history.
The Census is unique in many ways, but lirst of all it is the lirat
[Anglo-American] census taken in Texas and oddly enougb (and a great
boom to geneologists) it is one of the few censuses that list the maiden
name of the wife. The publiention of the census brought to light that
three citizens ot the Ataseosita District died at the Alamo. Heretofore
George, Jnmes, nnd Edward Taylor, sons of Anson Taylor and Elizabeth
Malsy were thought to hue been eitizens of Tennessee. Now they are
listed among the honored who died at the Alamo as Texans.
The census gives the age of each individual, along with the birthplace, and
the occupation of eacb householder.
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The Liberty Count;}' Historical Survey Committee and the Tourist Com-
mittee of the Chamber of Commerce, in an effort to find the exact location
of the Champ d'Asile, have met with AS6istant State Archeologist Hal Jensen,
Archeologist James Malone, and three directors of the Texas Archeological
Society: Dr. Charles Bollich and Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Fuller.
Tradition has it that Generals Charles Tallemand and Anton Antoine Rigaud,
two of Napoleon's generals, established Champ de'Asile in 1818 as a part of a
plot to free ~apoleoll from his island prison, and as a base for a new Napoleonic
regime in the New World.
It is also said that Champ d'Asile is the subject of the first novel written
about Texas.
The r.rexas Genealogical Society was founded November 28, 1960, in Fort
Worth by Mrs. Edna Perry Deckler. The Texas Society hopes to enrich the
wealth of geneological and historical :research material in Texas and to make
it more available for research. The society publishes htirpea which is a quarterly
magazine. Membership is five dollars annually. The address of the Texas
State Genealogical Society is 2528 Univ-ersity Drive, Fort Worth, Texas 76109.
The city of Longview celebrated its one hundredth anniversary May 2
through May 9, 1970. A crowd estimated at 35,000 watched the centennial
parade, on Saturday morning May 2, whieh was the beginning of a week long
celebration. Sallie 200 floats, antique ears, marching hands, horse-drawn wagons
and stagecoaches, Centennial Belle and religious groups, made the parade a
suceess. Color guards from the Texas State Guard, the Gregg County Civil
Air Patrol, aIlll the Navy Recruiting StatiOn led the parade, followed immedi-
ately by the Longview High School Band and the Viewettes of Longview High
School. The prize-winning antique train designed and constructed by Greggton
Rotary Club was the first float in the parade. Another prize-winning float was
the Longview High School Homemakers Club float, ,( The Family 'fhrough
the Years." Hogen's Inc. of Longview recei\'ed the award as the most
original float with their southern garden scene that included a gazebo, a
awing and southern life as it was one hundred years ago. The Gregg County
Belles float won the award for the best collection of scenes of yesterday. The
award for the best religious float went to the Pirst Baptist Chureh of Longview
whi.eh was also celebrating its one-hundredth anniversary. The award for the
best marching unit went to the Mini Belles, a group of sixth and seventh graders
froDl_ Pine Tree. The Most Unique theme development award went to the Pan
Handler Belles from the Good Shepherd Hospital for their float which depicted
a hospital scene in 1870 that included nurses, doctors and a patient. The float
depieting the oldest scene went to a Pine Tree group who showed what the Pine
Tree school and students looked like in 1847. The special award for the float
that drew the most attention went to the Longview National Bank Money Belles
for their £loat that ineluded champion Dlarathon piano player Lester Wood who
continued to play his piano throughout the parade after breaking an all-time
reeord for the most cOllMecutive hours vlaying a piano, just before the parade
started.
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On April 7, 1870, O. H. Methrin Sr. deeded one hundred acres of land to
the Southern Pacific Rail~ay and many say this was the aetual beginning of
Longview. The deed called for the railroad to pay Methrin the sum of one
dollar, ubelieving that said road will enhance the value of lands along the line
and near the same, and for the purpose of ordering therein, and opening up and
developing the resources of the county."
The Methrin home was said to have had three stories and was built on the
hill where the water towers now stand. The hill has been cut down and the
rock used in the foundations of a number of buildings in Longview. It was
from the porch of the Methrin home that a surveyor is supposed to have said
there was a long view from where he stood, and the new town had its name,
Longview.
Longview's prosperity has depended on railroads, farming, lumbering, oil,
and since 1940, there has been an outstanding industrial development.
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All editorial in the Centellnial Ed.ition, Story of Longview, Longview M urn-
Iny Jol.t1'/lOl ill Hlllllming up the ccnteunial experience said:
The Centennial has served to make us more aware of where we have
been. This Longview Centennial Album issue of the Longt'iew Morning
Journal, largest centennial special ever published in the United States,
is part of this newspaper's contribution to and support of the Longview
Centennial as a community-wide project.
So let us, in the courage and spirit of Ollr forefathers, mount a
Hew .Yethrill Hill of visio11 that. again takeR the Long View toward the
horizon, and let us l'el1cdicatfl Qursclvesto the kind of individual and
community endeavor that will inspire and lead our ;young people and
others who will follo'w to embrace anu wel"ome the opportunity of
Longview's Celltury 'Two.
Jim Seymour AHso(',iatcs ha\'e reccntlJ' eompleted a film for The Texas
State H-istorical Association which carries f,he title: The Big Thicket - A
Vanishing Wilderness.
The three pictures show interesting scenes taken in the Big Thicket and
from the film.
The "Old Guynes Place," which may be one of the oldest remaining houses
in East Texas, stands in a spectacular setting just north of Kountze, Texas,
in the heart of the famed "Big Thicket:' The house-k:nown during the
Civil War-is one of the earliest homes in the area.
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Membel"S of a "woop force" posed for their picture deep in the forests of
the "Big Thicket" of East Texas shortly after tbe tum of the Century.
This is a rare old pbotograph of the loggers.
Tall pines mix with oak, maple, sweet gum. pecan, and many other
varieties of hardwoods in the rugged "BIg Thicket" northeast of Houston.
Often the understory and forest floor is so densely overgrown with young
trees and flowering bushes and "iDes that passage through the forest on
foot is difficult.
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The film will be aWlilable ),""ovClll])el' fir::;t without cost to the exhibitor
other thau return postage aIHl imml'tl1lcc. The 'l'E'.'XilS State IIistoriC'ul ASfweiatioll
will handle rC(jUflsts for single-showing bookings directly fl'OlH their Austin
office, P. O. Box 8059, Austill, Texas 78712.
Prints will be availnule for inspcctiull :llld pUl'e1Ul8P to educational, conser-
vation, and otller groups thl'ough thfl ,Tim Seymour Associates, P.O. Box 4821,
Austin, Texas 78751.
Mrs. Charles Martin of Kirbyville, ,dlO iii on the Editorial Board of the
East Texas Historical ,/o1!l'llal :nul who is the :luthol' of More Eady Southeast
Texas Families, has found two illtel"Cstillg eoiui'hlellCcs iu her research:
Most uIll residents of Atlanta. Georgi:!, will tell the newcomer Hn(l visitor
that Virel;t Pace's Ferc,Y RO:Hl is about the hest <Hhlrel;s oue enn have in the eit)'
or suburbs. Imagine then tlle surprise of someone from Jasper County, Texas,
to drive across the Chattahoochie River to the small town of Vinings and there
see t.he historical marker honoring t11(' O\\'l1er of the fcrr~.., Hardy Pace. It
happens that one of the earliest settlers in Df';dl's settlement, now .Jasper County,
was a Hardy Pace. Conl;ultatioll with two of Atlanta '8 histol"iuns, Messrs.
Fletcher Garrett and Beverly DuBose, elHled with the conclusion that t.he Georgia
pioneer Hardy Pace and the Tex31; pioneer of the snme name were pl'Obably
related, a conclusion re-inforced by the fact that the Texas Paee was a native of
Georgia.
• • •
In The Handbook of Texas, II, 52, appears a biographical sketch of Mark B.
Lewis, and in Vol. I, 885, is a sketch of Johu Illgram, a sketdl Htatillg that
Ingram was a first lieutenant in the company of Captain Mafk B. Lewis. Ref-
erences for this statement arc Dixon and Kemp's Heroes of San Jacinto (1932)
and J. H. Kuykendall's articles, "Reminiscences of Early Texans," Quarterly
of the Texas State Historical AssQcfation, VI, (1902-1903). According to t.he
sketch of Lewis, he did not corne to Texas until April 9, 1836, and in the Ingram
artieIe, he is said to have enlisted in I I Captain Mark B. Le'wis' company on
November 16, 1835." As a matter of faet and record, Ingram enlisted in
Captain Martin B. Lewis's company au November 16, IH3il, awl fought in the
siege of Bexar December 5-9, 1835. .Jasper County's John Ingram, who was
Martin B. Lewis' first lieutenant, married Mary Conn, daughter of another early
settler, James Conn. Mary died young, but it was certainly after January 7,
1836, when the Handbook states that Mark R. Lewis married Elizabeth Price.
John Ingram was on .Jasper County's tax roll as late as 1840. To compound the
confusion over identical names, another John Illgl'am of Shelby County took
part in the R-egulator-Moderator War.
As for Martin B. Lewis, he was the son of Colonel S. S. Lewis (see Hand·
book, II, 53). Martin B. married Nancy Moore. and as early as 1835 they had
five children. In 1839 he was a justice of the peace and from 1840 till 1842
served as chief justice of .Jasper County. He took his family t.o California
during the Gold Rush, and was lost sight of by family and friends in Texas.
The town of Kirbyville. Jasper County, Texas, was officially born May 1.
1895. It was on this date that all exeursion from Beaumont was rUll over the
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new railroad, the Gulf, Beaumont, and Kamms City, known :lH G B & KC to its
terminus at Kirb)'vlllc.. Lots were auctioneu, speeches made, and a fille barbe-
cue was served to the attending cro,vd, 'The new town ,vas a j oint business
venture of John Henry Kirby of Houston und R. P, Allen of Galveston. During
the first week in June, 1970, the residents and hundreds of visitors observed
the seventy-fifth anniversar~r of its founding. On the very spot where the lots
were auetjanctl, in commemoration of the evcnt, the Jasper County Historical
Survey Committee conducted the ceremony of presenting the marker unveiled
by the ~randchildl'cn of the late Captain E. I. KcHie, surveyor of the original
townsite. On the last day of the week-long obscrvullce, a grand parade depieting
life in Kirbyville at the turn of the century and in 1970 proeeeded down Main
Street.
On July 7, 1970, San Jacinto County celebrated its one-hundredth anni-
versar;y. The anniversary progl'am was lwld ill the COUJlt~' Fair Grounds which
are near Coldspring, the Coulltyseat. The program began at ten o'clock in the
morning and continued through the da~T.
Marvin Watson Jr. of Wa.shillgtOll, D. C., a former aide to President r.. B.
Johnson, and later Postmaster General of the United States, was the principal
speaker.
The County Home Demonstration Council provided an old fashion barbeeue
luncheon, and Coldspring United Methodist Youth provided cold watermelons and
cold drinks.
Display booths exhibited antiques and there were other displays. In other
booths there were (1isplays of making lyesoap and the ('.hurning of butter.
'rhe County Survey Committee jssued 3, newspaper centennial (!(Ution which
carried reeords of early settlements and early families, plus interesting docu-
ments and many old pictures.
The Survey Committee was assist.ed in the celebration by Bob Brown, Pres-
ident 01' the Chamber of Commerce, and also by County Commissioner a.H,.
(Bud) McKellar.
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